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I. Introduction
SOclety is comprIsed of unlque IndIviduals dependent
upon cooperatIon wlth each other In order to surVIve.
This cannot be achIeved wlthout these Indlvlduals engagIng
In an Interactive process. The InteractIve process IS the
avenue through which these IndiVIduals collectively
determine the behavioral rules for It's members. The
Interactive process occurs when the communicators attempt
to attach meaning to each others behavIors. An
lndividuals' degree of power, as determined by the glven
relationship, directly impacts how one interprets the
experIence of the lnteraction. The interpretation of the
amount of power held by the other, can become compounded as
disproportionate amounts of power are malntalned~ by the
acquiescence of one or the other to domination, during the
interactive process. The acquIescence to domination means
that one of the 1ndividual's participatlng in the
interactlon can, will, and allow the other to subjugate
them WIthout obJectIon. The indiVIduals each occupy
varYing roles of domInate and subordinate dependlng upon
the unique context under WhICh the communlcation 1S
occurrlng. In many sItuations, these roles are not chosen
but rather are predestined, based on the hierarchal meaning
of the role to the particIpants. Every culture defines
certain roles as being more powerful than others (I.e. a
parent IS more powerful than a chlld). ThIS allows
certain roles to have the aOllity to yleld power and
control to lesser powerful roles. The bellef being that
2certain roles perform tasks WhlCh necessItate the use of
power to carry out the functlon of the role.
The purpose for the role, and subsequently the power
given to the role to carry out that purpose, lS legitimized
by traditional and/or legal authority, dependent upon the
communal values of those to which it is to apply. The
individual personality of the person who will eventually
occupy the role, is not involved in the assessment of the
need for assigning power to the role. Therefore, the
performance of the different persons occupying the various
roles which have been developed, is a confounding variable.
This may result in a misuse of power by the person
occupying the role. This can lead to attrition of power to
persons in the situational position to have their emerging
moods and needs met. This may be in conflict with the
original purpose of the role.
The definition of the purpose of the role may be
clear, but the necessary and acceptable methods for
accomplishing the purpose of the role, is not as well
defined. The person occupying the role may be aware of the
product expected from their role, but are unaware of how it
is to be achieved. Therefore, the person may focus on the
end result, and utilize any means available and/or
personally deemed necessary, to achieve it.
Through the interactive process, there is a general
consensus that government roles are powerful. The ability
of the government to control the behavior of persons with a
lesser amount power, utilizing almost any method deemed
3necessary to maIntaIn the behavIor in reasonable order, is
reckoned to be desirable. Government establishes laws,
rules, and policies for the cItizenry to follow. Adherence
to the government is encouraged by enacting sanctions for
persons who fail to comply to the governmental orders.
This use of coercive power is condoned and encouraged by
the governmental constituents.
Some of the most significant uses of power and
control occur in less grandiose areas. They are less
obvious and therefore, may be considered less important.
These are the uses of power and control in the parental
child interaction. However, this may be the most important
as it is in this first relationship that individuals learn
how to use power, how to acquiesce to power, and the
desirability of obtaining power.
Some of the most basic usages of power and control are
found in commonly accepted parenting techniques. Parents
occupy a higher hierarchal role than children by the mere
function assigned to the parental role. The nature of the
parenting function is clear, to provide basic care, to
nurture, to teach desirable values, and to discipline. In
order to accomplish these tasks the parent needs to occupy
a more powerful role than the child. This enables the
parent to have the ability to assert their wills and
desires over the child's.
Although the function of the role may be clear, how to
inact the procedures of the role is unclear. If children
simply acquiesced to all parental demands the task would be
easy.
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However, the child often reacts negatively to
following the demands of the parent. Then, in order to
have the demands met, the parent has to devise a method to
sustain the more powerful role. The method some parents
choose is to physically over power the child. The
definition of the parenting role contains an acceptance of
the use of a certain amount of physical control in
persuading the child to conform to the parents desires. An
excessive amount of physical control is considered
undesirable and is defined as child maltreatment.
As child maltreatment is now defined as a social
problem, there are many efforts to develop more effective
measures of eradicating its existence. In response, the
government is allocating more funding towards prevention
programs aimed at arresting this problem. Parental stress
relief strategies and the like are regularly telecast for
this purpose, as the campaign to arrest child maltreatment
realizes its' epidemic proportions. All states have
enacted stricter Laws defining child maltreatment and the
consequences for engaging in the defined acts. The State
Statutes delegate the power to investigate alleged cases of
child maltreatment to the Department of Human Services or
equivalent agencies. In addition, such agencies are
utilized for facilitating plans of treatment and care to
the offender, the child(ren), and the family, to prevent
further maltreatment.
The response by the government is not unwarranted as
accordIng to Oklahoma state statistics In Fiscal Year (FY)
51991 approximately 30,000 cases of alleged child
maltreatment were reported, with a 35% confirmation rate.
This is an increase of nearly 10,000 from FY 1990. The
number of deaths attributed to child maltreatment also rose
dramatically during this time period. In FY 1990, 18
children died (conflrmed) as a result of child
maltreatment. In FY 1991, this increased to 42 children.
(Statistics, "State of Oklahoma," 1990 and 1991)
This is a study of the family and the service delivery
system. I will be examining the process through which
power and control are achieved and the uses of them in the
relationships within the parental unit and between the
parent and child. I will also be examining how power and
control are used during the process of agency and court
intervention. I will be seeking insight into how each
person in and/or part of the process utilizes, or attempts
to utilize, power and control to achieve their individual
desired effect.
To gain understanding of child maltreatment This
study will focus on three general research questions: 1)
How does power develop within the family unit?; 2) How is
power used by the system and the component parts?; and 3)
What are the parallels between power use in the system and
power use in the family?
During the time of this study, I was a social worker
employed to conduct child maltreatment investigations for
the State of Oklahoma. In that role, I was usually the
first person to contact the family when a report, alleging
6child maltreatment, was acnieved. I wQula tnen investigate
the allegation and make a determination regarding the
validity of the report.
I believe that front line social workers are one of
the most qualified persons to conduct research in this
area, gathering data as they perform their everyday
assigned duties. Presented here is a qualitative study
using my client and agency interaction as my data.
To begin my research, a literature review was
conducted in several areas to form a foundation for this
study. These areas included: power and control; legitimacy
and authority; Weber 6 s theory of bureaucracies; child
maltreatment dynamics; social work practice; and family
dynamics.
The documentation of my thesis will begin with a
literature review as outlined above. The theories which
aided me building my paradigm, are then set forth. I then
explain my methodology and source of data. The main body
of my thesis presents two case studies, one of physical and
one of sexual maltreatment respectively. Each case is
presented in explicit detail. Included in the case studies
are interviews of family members and the subsequent
response by Child Welfare. The studies are presented in
subsections with discussion offered directly after with a
thorough account of how the power and control issues
presented themselves. I supported conclusions drawn in the
dlscussian with excerpts from over 100 other like
interviews and sltuations. I conclude the study with
7presentlng the agency response, and examine parallels
between the power and control uses found within the family
and found in the agency response.
8I. LIterature Review
A. Definition of Power
Marx Weber stated, If an indivIdual has power In a
social relationshlp when he has the opportunity to impose
his will on another, even over theIr reslstance, whatever
the reason for his opportunlty. The power relation must be
stabilized for the domlnant person to command. Th is 1 S
achieved through varIOUS stages of stabilization,
institutionalization, legitimization, concentration, and
domination. 1I Aron, Raymond and Elgar, Edward (1988).
Power is the probability that one person within a
social relationship will be in a position to carry out "his
own will" despite resistance, and regardless of the basis
on which the probability rests. The concept of power is
sociologically very comprehensive. All conceivable
variables of human personality, position, and circumstance
may put one in a position to impose his/her will on
another.
Serle (1967), states that power and property are one
in the same. He sta tes tha t power is sub jec t i ve, (an
aspect of human experience) and obJective, (a fact in
society>. The five natural laws of power are:
1) Power invariably fills any vacuum in
human organizatlon. As between chaos
and power, the latter always prevails.
2) Power is invariably personal. There is
no such thlng as "class power", "elite
power", or "group power ll , those classes,
elites, and groups may assist processes
of organization by WhlCh power is lodged
in indlviduals.
3) Power is invarIably based on a system
9of ideas or philosophy.
4> Power is exerclsed through, and depends
on, institutions. By thelr eXlstence
they limit, come to control, and
eventually confer or wlthdraw power.
S> Power is lnvarlably confronted wlth,
and acts in the presence of, a field
of responsIbility. Serle (1967)
The birth of power is brought into existence by human
beings, a philosophy, and a group capable of organization
into instltutions. The power concept must exist in the
minds of the individuals, for which it was intended and for
whom it effects at the time. Power then, is an attribute
of humankind.
citizens.
Power is unequally distributed among
There are several theories which expose that the need
for power or the readiness for aggression is instinctual or
biological. Such theories postulate that aggressive
methods to obtain power are a normal and pervasive aspect
of human biology. Aggression, like the quest for power, is
only repressed by extraneous threats of retaliation,
circumstance, and by individual conscience or intellectual
constraint. This constraint is internal and based upon the
accustomed moral system or the institutionalized acceptance
of the moral system. In fact, Bertrand Russell considered
power as the fundamental concept in all social science.
Gibbs (1989)
B. Legltimacy and Authority
The motivatlon of the citlzenry to adhere to
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author'ity, accordlng to Weber, is "psychological
insecurity". FaIth as an extraneous control, abdicates
individual responsibllity ln favor of dependence on a
source of authority. In addition, a supernatural order
underlies the moral legitimacy of general normative rules.
<This parallel's Durkheims' ideas of the sacred.) Weber
postulates three types of legitimacy and authority: 1)
tradItional; 2) rational\legal; and 3) charismatic.
Traditional is the belief in the legitimacy of what has
always existed. The belief In supra-individual penalties
guards against deviation from traditional norms. The
belief in legality is the willingness to obey rules and
laws which are formally correct and adherence is carried
out in acceptable ways. Charismatic legitimacy is the
emotional belief in the philosophy of an individual
leader. One gathers a following and attempts to gain power
to enforce his ideas. Weber (1947> and Stammer
For my discussion on bureaucracies, I will focus
primarily on rational\legal authority. Although all forms
playa role in this study, the other two will be discussed
later. Authority can only be maintained by continual
discipline of the followers. Submission to an order is
determined by many individual motives, lnterests, and
various levels of commitment in the adherence to the belief
in legality. The strength in the commitment in adhering to
legal authority is dlfferent for each indIvidual. This
difference is due to the unique reasons one feels obligated
or not obligated to obey the rules. ThiS obligatlon is
1 1
upon which the rulers can claim obedlence from individuals.
~Imperative control# 15 the probability that an order
will be obeyed by the intended persons. Coleman (1974) The
intent is to habituate the individuals to a level of
discipline under which they will routinely follow the
command. Put simply, it is the successful issuing and
obeying of rules.
c. Social Life
In the introduction, I made mention of the influences
of control in the interactive process. Before I begin
discussion on the institutionalization of power, I would
like to stress the significance of the influence of this
process on social life. All areas and aspects of social
exchange are infiltrated by power and authority.
Individuals both exercise and acquIesce to power. As
stated previously, many theorists believe this to be
instinctual, a part of human nature, an lnherent aspect of
all societies. Interaction cannot be thought of as being
absent of power. Power is a matter of practicality. Power
is in the relationship between two or more people, not
necessarily the quality of one. Power is multi-dimensional
varying in degrees of scope, weight, domain, and cost.
Baldwin (1989)
The first interference of power and control begins in
infancy. The first time a child is regulated by his/her
caretakers in impOSIng feedlng and sleeping schedules WhiCh
may be in conflict wlth the Infantile desires, the parent
is exercIsing power.
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Parents control their children In an
effort to provide effective parenting, which IS the premise
on which this study IS based. In the parents effort to
parent the child, the parents wants or wIshes are perceived
as more compelling or more "right" than the child's. The
child is forced to believe in what his caretakers deem
necessary in order to surVIve or coexist within the family
unlt. If the child's does nat follow the wishes of his/her
caretakers he/she is penalized in some manner. The penalty
is dispersed in the form of punishment and rationalized by
caretakers as discipline. The punishment is often
dispersed in some form of physical or emotional pain, such
as spankings or isolation. The child begins to adhere to
the caretakers wishes, for fear of retaliation if the
caretaker is disobeyed. The child may also do this in an
effort to please the caretaker. The caretaker receives
rewards for their exertion of power, if they produce a
disciplined or 'habituated' child, which is socially
desirable.
The interactive process is carried out in an effort to
be social. Human beings are social animals; others justify
and make meanlng of the Individual's existence. Roles are
self analyzed and the amount of importance of the
individual is based upon the impact he/she had on those
around them. The confusion often comes in how to carry out
the role because thlS is unclear. It is mostly achieved
through trial and error. There IS an expectatIon to
effectively interact with the socIal environment. Human
13
cultural expectatlons lnclude belng socIal. A major part
This lncludes
of being social involves the learning of acquiescing and
exerclsing power and control appropriately.
adhering to the desires of authorIty.
If power is the essence of socialibility, it cannot be
purely instinctual. When looking at power and control
issues, a distinction needs to be made between something
that is actually instinctual or biological, and somethlng
that becomes such a pervasive mode of co-existing, that it
appears to be instinctual.
In discussing power and control issues it IS necessary
to discuss issues of violence. As attempts to gain power
and control are often accomplished by violent means. Many
sociologists lend innumerable amounts of time trying to
unravel the social context of crime and violence. Durkheim
postulates that crime is normal and healthy. Aron et ala
(1988) Violence is a common, emotional and instinctual
element of our culture. Marx states that violent acts, in
their social contexts, may be seen as rational. Marx
(1976) Acts of violence reveal the underlying texture of
social relationships through which they dlscharge and share
relationships. I am not gOlng to discuss the abundant
literature avaIlable on crlme and violence, however, I do
think it is important to understand that crIme and
violence, and power and authority, are linked by: 1> power
and authority exist in the minds of people to control
crlme and violence; 2) power and authority could not exist
wlthout those who break the rules; 3> the method to obtain
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power and authority are exercIsed through vlolent and often
crimlnal ways; and 4) we glve those in authorItatIve
posltions the right to use vlolence to control those who
are violent and criminal. Gibbs (1989)
It is necessary to provide such linkages as the stUdy
which follows, is in regard to violence against children.
Violence against a child can occur when the parents use of
power and control over the child is resisted in some manner
by the child, and preclpitates the violent act to the child
by the parent. Parens (1979)
Jack P. Gibbs (1989) believes that control itself
should be and in fact is sociology's central notion. He
asserts that if sociology was more concerned with the issue
of control it would make applied sociology more
academically respectable and further sociology's policy
relevance. He states that attempted control is overt
behavior by a human in the belief that; 1) the behavior
increases or decreases the probabllity of some subsequent
condition, and 2) the increase or decrease is desirable.
Gibbs (1989) In other words, overt behavior is intended to
have specIfic consequence.
and control is the action.
For GibbS, power is the subject
An individual is perceived as
possessing power in direct proportion to the frequency wlth
which he successfully exercises control.
Society is thus structured around persons, theIr
actions, the events that befall them, the relations to
other persons, thelr lnterests, and their intentions.
Coleman (1974) SocIal lIfe IS dominated by power and
control relationships.
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Human patterns of hostlle
destructlve behavlor are determined by lifels earliest
exper1ences. Parens (1979) Power and control are
synonymous wlth belng social. The premlse is that infants
are not born with an aggressive hostile instinct; rather
this becomes mobilized withln the child by the experience
of excessive displeasure which 1S perceived by the infant
as too painful to passively endure. The degree of conflict
is determined by the quality of the infants symbiotic life
experience. The degree to which excessive displeasure and
rage were felt by the infant will determine the degree to
which hostile destructiveness is mobilized. A nurturing
environment can create conditions in the child's life
whereby the mobilization of hostlle destructiveness can be
markedly reduced. (Henry Parens, 1979)
Power is a part of human nature due to the inherent
nature of its role, in nearly every culture. Baldwin (1989)
As individuals are social they migrate towards other
individuals and form human coexistent groups. The
biological inability for infants to survive without
tertiary care, puts human beings In a position to have to
cooperate for survival. This survival need IS instinctual
as humans are part of the animal kingdom. Thus, power and
authority are elements which originated from an instinctual
need to survive, not as instinctual elements In and of
themselves.
The studles of group organIzatIon has shown, that when
a group farms, a system of domination by at least one
16
member of the group quickly follows. OrganIzation into
such groups was originally based on kinship or blood
relatlonshlps, with the natural leader being the one that
possessed the quality most needed for survival by the other
group members. The legitimacy of the authority of a leader
of such a group would be what Weber refers to as
traditional authority. For instance, a man becomes the
leader of a tribal group due to his ability to locate'
animals for hunting, and begins to enforce an allegiance by
the tribal members due to his ability to provide a valuable
commodity. The group begins to hold him in reverence and
anoint him with special privileges and goods because of his
talents. The leader enjoys this attention and strives to
gain more power and goods. The persons bestowing him with
such goods and honor do not object to having to go without
because of the security in knowing the leader will provide
for their survival. One can see how such a situation can
easily be abused by the leader even though his pOSition may
be precarious. Droneberger (1971)
The first form of power and authority which organized
into what we understand as a form of government can be seen
in the days of the pharaohs before Christ. The first form
of sacred power and authority can be traced to mythology
and the belief in the power of nature.
For the most part of history, authority and
legitimacy utilized traditional and charismatic means of
control. It was not until the transformatIon of the feudal
SOclety (begInnlng In the 1600 c.) into the capltalist
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SOcIety, the ratIonal/legal authority was establlshed. The
development of the modern state parallels what was
happenlng ln society at the tIme whlch made this transItion
possible: ownership of property, the onset of technology,
the division of labor, the movement of government into
social and economic arenas, and the leveling of social and
economlC dlfferences. Weber (1947)
In examining social life and the rational/legal
legitimacy which is prevalent in our society, it is
necessary to understand how this becomes indoctrinated in
our soles. This may best be explicated by looking to Weber
and his works on politics and bureaucracies.
D. The Institutionalization of Authority
and the Bureaucratic System
On the institutionalization of authority Weber states,
the individuals want of an utopianism tends to minimize the
significance of authority. The coercive power and physical
force in human affairs has been a conspicuous feature of a
large part of modern soc1al and economic thought. The
bureaucratic machine 1S the only real alternative to a
bureaucratic system of government, due to the social
impotence and pacifism of the citizenry. The bureaucratlc
government is the only totally inescapable power in the
state and economy. The administrative staff becomes
entrusted to carry out the decisions made by the incumbent
authority. Weber states, "everyday rule is primarily
administration". Dronebeger (1971) The apparatus WhlCh
operates bureaucratic government is the staff. The degree
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to which outs1de forces effect this system depend upon
their influence over the adm1nlstratlve staff. Weber
depicts the developmental trend towards bureaucracy is that
increasIng bureaucratization dIminishes the chances for the
exercise of democratic public control. Bureaucracy leads
to the dmystification of the world, which in turn leads to
the weakening of power of those that are suppose to be
publicly accountable. Weber (1947) Weber did not have a
single theory on bureaucracy, but instead saw it as a form
of political and soclal organization.
The factors exposed by Weber which contributed towards
a bureaucratic system of government were: 1) the
development of a money economy; 2) the formation of large
nation states; 3) the role of the state away from defense
and Law and towards economic and welfare concerns; 4)
capitalism which placed demands on the state to develop a
form of organization that allowed rapid and predictable
change; 5) the concentration of financial resources in the
central state; and 6) the leveling of social and economic
differences. Stammer
Weber states the consequences of thIS were that the
bureaucratic system of rule becomes based upon the
expertise and knowledge of those In power. Secondly, as
those in power gain influence, policy making transforms to
a private instead of public domain as, "Bureaucratic
admlnistration IS according to lts nature, always
administration, which excludes the public. The concept of
the official secret 15 manufactured by bureaucracy and is
18
defended Wlth such fanaticism by it. The power position of
a fully developed bureaucracy 1S always very strong and
under normal condltlons an overwhelming one. 1I Weber (1947)
The more diverse and multlfarlous the institution, the
more far reaching it's power. This is the very nature of a
bureaucracy. Its' system is so complex, that the power
apex is almost impermeable. This is the Iron law of
bureaucracies, and helps to further the secret of its
component's actions or purposes from the public. In
addition, this hierarchical form of government, leads to an
immense amount of power and authority held by the person at
the top.
For Weber, politics is the personal struggle for
power. Political activity involves the building up of
coalitions and popular following. It involves making
perceivable compromises and being accountable for onels
own ideas. Political leadership exists where one can find
a politician at the apex of a state organization.
Droneberger (1971) A politiCIan has the authority and
skill to assert his own preferences and priorities despite
the constraints of the bureaucratic government.
Peters (1981) states that functlonal div1sions are
indigenous to bureaucratic systems. The fragmented control
divert attention away from those of the governmental
structure to the problems of organizational survival.
Political life becomes immersed in questlons involving the
organIzational surVival, therefore they appear to galn
influence over pOliCy and government. He malntalns that
19
any type of administration can carryon day to day, but
cannot survive radical change.
For Weber, bureaucracy was an extenslon of increasing
rationalization. With the serge of capltalism all private
indivlduals were forced to forfeit their identity, due to
the movement of the organizational machinery. Weber was
interested in the effects of this trend, on soclety in
general, and how this trend would influence the existing
beliefs. Knowing that the onset of capitalism would foster
many irreversible trends, there was an anticipation of what
the increase in rationalization would hold. The social
organizational system moves away from individualism and
self supportiveness, to the maintenance of the larger
structure, this is a capitalist necessity. Weber saw no
way under which modern technology could operate but in a
bureaucracy. Therefore, as the need for highly specialized
persons became apparent, the proletariat became obsolete.
The only form of legitimacy available to the
bureaucratic system is rational/legal due to the structural
components of such systems. The movement towards a
bureaucratic system 15 increasIng ratlonality. The legal
norm may be established by agreement of the governed and/or
the imposition on the governed. The laws are subject to
the consensus of the dominant group, based upon the
dominant group values and are intentionally establIshed for
those who transgress the values of the dominant group. The
administratIon IS the machinery WhlCh establIshes these
laws and policies reported to be the convlctlons of all.
20
The person In the positIon of authorlty occupies an
office. His authorIty lS limlted or avallable based upon
the elements of the office he holds. The group obeys the
authority only because he or she represents the letter of
the law. The group does not necessarily owe any obedience
to the person who physically occupies the office, but the
obedience is to the impersonal office itself and what it
represents. The fundamental aspects of legal authority are
an organization of officials bound buy a set of agreed upon
rules, the carrying out of functions necessary to the place
one occupies within the inherent division of labor, the
provision that the one in authority has the right to impose
rules on the constituents, and the person in authority also
operates and adheres stringently to the rules of the office
himself.
The bureaucratic system theory operates in all
formalized institutions. The bureaucracy from which this
study draws is the Oklahoma Department of Human Services,
(OHS>, specifically the Division of Children, Youth and
Family Services, (OCYFS), which is but one dlvision wlthin
the agency.
DHS categorIcally fits the description of a
bureaucracy. In the event that this may be questioned, I
would like to briefly look at the internal structure of
this organization, starting with the number of levels, or
areas, of respanslbllity withln DCYFS.
SUPPORT STAFF
FIELD STAFF
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LOCAL SUPERVISOR
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
REGIONAL SUPERVISOR
PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
DIVISION SUPERVISOR
LEGAL UNIT
INTERNAL AUDITORS
DIRECTOR
STATE LEGISLATURE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
This is just one division within DHS. There are many
different service divisions within DHS. All have similar
hierarchies which then submerge at the higher apexes, of
Director, State Legislature and Federal Government.
The public that is served by this bureacracy, most
likely will only interact with the field worker and
occasionally the local. supervisor. Although, the whole
system is responsible to each client. This has an
important impact on the client and will be discussed in the
following chapter.
In accordance with the ratlonal\legal concept of
legitimacy, the bureaucracy involved in DHS is a classic
example of how the force of legitimacy operates.
Employment with thiS agency mandates that the employees
believe and uphold all the philosophles upon which the
agency is based. (In fact, employees sign a contract
stating they believe and will work withln thlS philosophy.)
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The employee 15 e~pected to know, obey, and carryaut all
policy and procedure that 15 pertinent to their posltlon
within the agency. ThlS also includes State and Federal
Laws. If an employee acts in such a manner as to dlsregard
these policles and Laws, for any reason, they are
reprimanded accordingly and may be dismissed from their
position. The worker is also subject to personal lawsuit
by the client, even if acting within agency guidelines, if
it is found there has been a violation of Civil Rights.
The individual commitment is to the letter of the policy
and to the Law, as opposed to any member of the hierarchal
system of authority mentioned above.
Even though knowledge of the policy, procedure, and
the Law are crucial aspects to the role of the front line
social worker, the worker has little input into the
formation and/or implementation of them. Changes which
directly effect the Job of the social workers are often not
delivered in a timely manner, and the expectations
supersede the information needed to implement them. The
secrecy of the bureaucracy that Weber stressed also
operates within this system. Again the effect of this on
the client will be discussed in the following chapter. The
public is not apprized of the goals of DHS, the methods
used to accomplish those goals, or the amount of power,
authority and influence DHS or the employee holds. All DHS
case lnformation is confldential, and the inability for the
employee to even state an individual 1S receiving services
through DHS, especlally OCYFS, shrouds the agency ln
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secrecy. The employees upholdment of thlS secrecy is very
concrete. They do this in an effort to maintain more power
over the client, in order coerce the cllent to adhere to
the requests of the agency. The employees can also use
this aire of secrecy for self preservation from public
scrutiny. The secrecy 15 vital for the agency to carry out
it's intended tasks. It allows for the agency to maintaln
a sense of authority, power and even fear over the persons
of the community that it is intended to serve. As this
country believes in the rational/legal form of legitimacy,
this agency is able to operate in this manner, and is
obeyed by the clients, as they are simply carrying out the
mandates of the Laws upon which they are based. The
clients of any agency will correctly perceive that workers
have power because of their knowledge of the complexities
of the organization within which they work and their ease
to personnel with greater authority and prestige. Douglas
and Gregory (1983)
The mandates of DCYFS in Oklahoma are found in the
State Laws of Title 10 and the crlminal statutes of Title
21. Title 21 under section 843 through 845, criminally
define child abuse.
"Abuse and neglect," means harm or threatened
harm to a child's health or welfare by a person
responsible for the child's health or welfare.
Harm or threatened harm to a child's health or
welfare can occur through: nonaccidental
physlcal or mental injury; sexual abuse, as
defined by state law; sexual exploitation or
negligent treatment or maltreatment, lncludlng
the faIlure to prOVIde adequate food, clothing,
shelter, or medical care.
Title 10 glves DHS the rIght to Investlgate sltuatlons in
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which a child may be ln Jeopardy of any or all pa~~s of
thlS definition. DHS operates within the framework that:
1) all people have a vested interest in the well being of
the nations children; 2) children have the right to grow up
in a noninjurious environment; 3) families are the best
environment for this to occur; 4) if the family is unable
to provide such an environment DHS will intervene to assure
such an environment. During an lnvestigatlon, the DHS
worker is given the responsibility for assessing whether or
not a child's health or welfare is in jeopardy. If it is
in jeopardy, the worker then assesses the level of risk and
the level of needed intervention. This information is then
reported to the District Attorney's office and becomes part
of a confidential record. The extent of intervention is
dependent upon the level of risk to the child. This can
vary from simple social service counseling, to voluntary
services, to involuntary services which could include the
removal of the child from the home. Throughout this
process, DHS, or actually the worker, is responsible for
the safety of the child.
This is a very powerful system for families. The Law
gives the DHS worker the right to conduct the inltial
intervlews of the child, reported at risk, wlthout parental
consent or even knowledge. The Law also gives this same
person the authority to go into a home and demand a parent
treat and pravlde far the child in accordance with the Law
and DHS regulatlons, which are based on socletal
expectations. If the parent does not comply, legal action
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can occur, without prior warning or knowledge.
This system of control could only be possible, 11
those that it set out to control believe 1n a system of
rational/legal authority. Likewise, those that enforce
this control, also have to be convinced of the rationality
and legality of their own actions, even above any
misgivings they may have as they carry out their duties.
If this did not occur, this system would cease to exist, as
it would not be obeyed or carried out with such vehemence,
and any action taken by the authority would be
inconsequential for the family. The onset of these types
of agencies which are designed to control the family
domain, directly paralleled the increases in soclal control
that capitalism requires. Prior to this, the social view
held that what occurred within one's family was only the
families concern.
Although the functions and actions of the Oklahoma
Department of Human Services will be examined in later
chapters, it is necessary to expand on the brief
information supplied above and lay a little more concrete
ground work, in respect to protocol, involved when an
alleged child abuse report is received. Any person can
make a complaint regarding the alleged abuse of a child.
The State of Oklahoma Title 21 section 846 is the mandatory
reporting law, which speCifically states, that any and all
persons having knowledge that maltreatment occurred, are
required by law, to report to DHS; falling to do so is a
mlsdemeanor. The report 1S either taken by, or flltered
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to, the local county off1ce where tne cnlld is currently
physically located. The local offIce responds to the
report, in accordance with the level of risk to the child,
within DHS policy. The level of risk 15 determined by
various factors, including (but not all inclusIve): 1)
extent of injury; 2) location of injury; 3) age of the
child; 4) life endangerment; 5) perpetrators access to the
child; 6) past history of abuse; and 7) wIllingness of the
non offending parent to provide protection to the child
from the perpetrator. Once the risk has been determined
the referral is prioritized and a time frame for response
is assigned. The referral is then assigned to a social
worker for investigation.
The investigation consists of interviewing and
gathering information to substantiate, or conversely rule
out the report. This involves: interviewing the child
victim, interviewing any other siblings, interviewing the
nan offending parent, interviewing the perpetrator,
interviewing collateral witnesses or any other persons,
which may have pertinent information regarding the family
situation; in that order. At any step this process can be
disrupted if immediate protectlon of the child is
necessary.
After all information gathering is complete, a finding
is determined. There are three possIble findings, under
Oklahoma DHS policy. They are substantlated, uncertain, or
ruled out. If the referral IS uncertaln or ruled out, a
report reflecting the findings 1S submitted to the district
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attorney, a confldential case record 15 maintained in the
local office, and the flndlngs are entered lnto the Central
Child Abuse Reglstry. No further action is taken on behalf
of the family and no DHS intervention 1S warranted. If the
findings are sUbstantiated, the level of rlsk to the ch1ld
is again determined, withln this category, and decisions
are then made regarding the action taken with and against
the family, in addition to the necessary paper work, as
reflected above in uncertain and ruled out findings.
A number of possibilities can occur in a substantiated
report. In order of severity they are; 1) social service
counseling with the family; 2) referral to other helping
agencies and/or services to relieve family stressors; 3)
referral to other helping agencies and/or services to
relieve family stressors with follow up by the social
worker, regarding compliance with recommended services; 4)
acceptance of preplacement voluntary preventive services
with DHS and other helping agencies under contractual
agreement with DHS; 5> acceptance of voluntary placement
and preventive services with DHS and other helping services
under contractual agreement with DHS; 6) involuntary
preventive preplacement serVlces w1th DHS and under
direction of the court under contractual agreement with DHS
and the court; 7) involuntary placement and services by DHS
and the court under contractual agreement with the court
and DHS regarding provisions to be met before the return of
the child; 8> voluntary relinqulshment of parental rlghts;
and 9> involuntary termlnation of parental rights. At
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level 4 and above, the process lnvolves the constructIon of
a formal case plan or treatment plan, aimed at correcting
the conditions whIch lead to the maltreatment of the chlld.
These plans may include such services as; counseling,
parenting classes, day care, obtaining supportive income,
intensive in home counseling, family visltatlon, foster
care, institutional placement, etc. The family is included
in the construction of the case plan and is glven a tIme
frame for completion of the case plan, to correct the
conditions and facilitate family reunification and or
permanency planning.
This is a brief overview of the functions of DHS and
the protocol for family intervention. This sets up the
foundation for this study. As the issues of study involve
working with persons in a social agency setting, the
literature review will end with an exploration of some of
the literature avallable on social work practice and the
dynamics of family intervention.
E. SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE
AND INTERVENTION
"Resistance is mare marked in relation to SOCIal
agencies than in the glve and take of everyday life. There
is something in the way SOCIal agencles are administered
that creates resistance to taklng help from them.
social agencies create some of the resistances they
Whether
enCQunter, when help is offered, has not been answered, and
perhaps can't be. SOClal work 1S an lnseparable aspect of
the community and the best casework does not overcome the
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barriers." ("Soclal Work") Through the interactlve
process, It has been learned that self sufflclency and self
reliabllity 15 desirable, expected, and obtainable.
Therefore, if a person IS receiving soclal services they
must be lacking in either self sufficiency or
self reliability, which may be translated lnto a weakness
of character. Social services magnifles the weakness by
focusing mainly on address1ng the weakness. For example,
if someone has no job and cannot support his/her family,
social services gives out food, money, etc. Social
services does little to build on strengths, help them find
a job or a better job, or give them the opportunity to
receive training or an education to better their lives as a
whole. By operating on focusing on the weakness it sends a
message that this is all the person is about. Therefore,
through the interactive process one learns that if they
need asslstance they will be more recognized for their
deficits.
In addition, there is the element of whether or not
such intervention actually alleviates any of the conditions
which lead to the circumstances, which necessltated agency
lntervention in the first place. In fact, most studIes
which suggest that intervention, as tradltlonally
administered, does not, and in many cases has had a
deteriorating effect. [(Powers and Witmer, 1951, in 12
studies of delinquents, 3/4 deterlorated) <Levitt et aI,
1959, in child gUldance, 5 to 3 deteriorated after
intervention) (Talt and Hodges, 1962, dellnquent behaVIor
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increased by 39%) <Mliler, 1962, delinquent behaVlor
lncreased) <Berleman and Stelnburn, 1967, school problems,
in the experimental group, increased 84.2%, over the
control group) (Geisman and Kusberg, 1967, multi-problem
familles increased lOX after intervention) <Brown, 1968,
multi-problem families behaviors increased 96% in the
experlmental group compared to 52% in the control group>
(Cohen and Krause, 1971, wives of alcoholICS developed more
negative behaviors in the experimental group than the
control group) (Blinkner, Bloom, and Nielsen, 1971, the
protective services for the aged had a hIgher fatality rate
in the experimental group than the control group)
(Berlemen, Seaberg and Steinburn, 1972, intervention
produced, rather than prevented, actIng out behavior in
delinquents).
These studies present a bleak diagnosis for the
effectivenedd of the social agency's intervention. In
response, there is an effort to make some significant
changes in how services are delivered. One can look at the
alarming statistics, in regard to child maltreatment, to
see how ineffectual social agencles are In impacting child
maltreatment. Some may argue that SOCIety is only seeing
an increase in reporting as opposed to an Increase in
incidence, however, it would make sense, if this were true,
to see a marked decrease in the conflrmation rate.
Available data does not support thls pOSItion.
Additionally, I have spent a slgnificant amount of time
discussIng thls premIse WIth many soclal workers, who have
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been in the field for 20 or more years. Although, this 1S
not cllnically or statistically provable, these workers
generally agree that the amount, duration, lntensity, and
severity of injury to maltreated children 1S worse now than
it was 20 years ago. And 1n addltion, they feel less able
to achieve successes wlth the families of whom they are
working.
The family dynamics, which make Intervention in
maltreating families very difficult, include a variety of
factors. Most maltreating families contain very closed
family systems, this is why abuse has been able to occur.
These families are often socially and sometimes physically
isolated. They are often based upon a stringent
authoritarian parenting style. There is strong evidence
that both sexually and physical abusive parents were
physically and sexually abused as children. There is a
hIgh incidence of substance abuse, high levels of anxiety,
and poor self esteem. There is a higher lncidence of
self-destructive behavior, multiple personality and
borderline disorder.
The family caseworker's knowledge, and use of it in
his/her work, rests on an assumption about the fundamental
importance of family, and the crucial nature of efforts to
improve it's functioning. (IiSocial Casework", 1964)
Each family member needs to be empowered, in order that all
members see the intervention as satisfying their own
lndividual needs. If thls occurs than Interlocking role
relationsh1ps emerge, which are healthier and more accepted
by the family. Waller (1951)
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III. Theory
In bUildlng the paradigm for this study I have
included literature on power and control, bUlldlng of and
maintenance of bureaucracies, social work practice, and
family intervention. My theoretical framework includes
elements of all of the above.
"Conditions become social problems when Soclety
decides they need improvement. Significant numbers of
people or a number of significant people must agree that
the condition violates an accepted value or standard and
that it should be eliminated, resolved or remedied through
collective action. Society is composed of different
categories of people with similar income, education, ethnic
background, etc .. " Fischer (1976) Those in different
strata, experience the same problems differently, and
therefore, understand them differently. Similarly, people
in different strata propose different solutions. This is
one of the most pervasive reasons why it is so difficult to
find a II cure " for social problems. Finding a blanket
solution to child maltreatment is difflcult because each
situation is as diverse as the lndividuals within the
population and each indIvldual within the population would
propose a different solutIon.
However, there has to be some guidelines far a
systematic approach to the problem In order to secure
"fundamental rights". In order to do thlS effectIvely,
exploration needs to go beyond the action, or omlSSlon of
actIon, and begin to attack the core Issues WhIch orlglnate
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in society, and manifest themselves In the lntlmate
interactlons between child and parent, that permlt Chlld
maltreatment to occur.
The sources of legItlmacy which act upon the parent
child relationship is macroscopic and encompasses
traditional, legal, and charismatic authority. The
community assigned purpose of the parenting role and It's
end product is paramount to the culture. Communal
information on how this role is to be performed is scarce.
However, the need for the positive performance of this role
is ingrained. The determination of the success of the
performance of the role is based upon the compliance of the
child's behavior to the values of the culture. Compliance
is a submission or yielding to those issuing the demand for
obedience.
achieve it.
domination.
If 5ubmisslon exists, there is an action to
The action to achieve submission is
As domination becomes necessary to achieve
compliance, the domination has to have a force. The force
is the amount of power and control assigned to the
dominator. Society demands performance from it's roles and
thus structures itself in a manner which encourages the use
of power and control, between and among people, to
manufacture obedience to the values of the culture. The
ability of a dominate role to utilize power over a
subordinate role is advantageous to SOCiety members.
To explore this concept, I have attempted to discover
how and why persons obtained power positions during the
interactive process. And how such lnfluences manifest
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themselves in the interactIon between the parent and child.
"Power and control issues are introduced in infancy,
and excessive amounts, lead to a view of the social world,
which is marked by aggressiveness and hostility.·t Parens
(1979) It is the proposition of this study that a child is
not born with a penchant for power and control, but rather
submits to power and control imposed by the caretakers for
their survival. The child experiences pleasure when the
basic survival needs are met. As the child develops, their
needs maturate simultaneously. The child learns that these
more maturated needs cannot be obtained by merely
submitting to the parental demands. In order to actualize
these new desires, the child relies on the information
he/she has learned about the interactive processes
occurring within his/her environment. The child observes
others getting their needs and desires met by being
dominant in the interactive process. The ChIld collects
and stores this information, realizing the more effective
the domination, the more chance of getting the desire
actualized. He/she then experiments with the techniques
and learns which are the most prone to produce the desired
result. As the child is trlumphant, he/she becomes more
independent. This budding independence of the assertion
of domination, allows the child access to power and control
over his/her envlronment. The ability to influence
another, even over their resistance, to actuate thelr own
deSires produces pleasure for the child. This pleasure is
parallel to the pleasure experlenced formerly by the child
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when the survlval needs were met. Through thlS p~ocess
he/she learns that domlnation is acceptable and expected in
interactions within their culture. Power extends from
belng dominant. This then becomes the tool for
communicating and associating with his/her social world.
The parent child relationshIp is the most unique and
influential relationship in society. Children and families
are among the most sacred and protected in thiS SOciety,
and at the same time one of the most abused. The parent to
child relationship is the most influential relationship
that any person will encounter, and is responsible for
teaching a person the necessities of living; even if the
teaching of such lessons were unintentional, or
unintentional lessons were taught. In understanding
abusive parent child relationships, it is important to
understand these first two concepts; 1) all interactive
processes have an element of power and control, and 2> the
parent to Chlld relatlonship is the most influential and
pervasive relationship, for most persons.
The legitimacy in the parent child relationship
encompasses all three of Weber's methods of legitimacy. It
has aspects of rational\legal authority, as the parent has
a legal responsibility for the child, WhICh must be
maintained, unless terminated by legal action. It is so
legally binding. If the parent does not fulfill this
obligation, the child can be taken fram the parent. The
legal responSibIlIty of parents towards their children
makes thIS relatIonshIp very unique. In addition, the
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parent has societal expectations regardlng their moral
obligation to their children. The Laws do not allow for an
easy disposal of thlS responsibility for parents, and even
when it does occur it is truly looked on as a moral
transgression.
The relationship between parent and child is given
credence and significance by the mere fact that the child
is offspring of the parent, part of the parent's body and
blood. This is traditional legitimacy, extremely binding
and influential. The parent-child relationship is valued
highly in this culture. The traditional legitimacy is
vital. Even in cases where the child has not been raised
by and does not know the biological parents, there appears
to be a need to reconcile with the biological parent and to
complete the emotional legitimacy for the child. There are
also very traditional, and often ceremonial, aspects of the
parent child relationship.
There are folkways and mores which demand adherence.
Society is structured around the concept of family, and how
important the family is in raising productlve offspring,
thereby propagating a productlve society. Family is
revered, and has always eXlsted in some form, as humans
beings cannot survive without a caretaker. The eXlstence
of traditional authority and legitimacy SOlldifies this
bond.
The rational/legal and traditlonal legltlmacy, whlch
exists, creates a situation In which the child may succumb
to the parents desires, or wants, based upon thelr sense of
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havlng to obey the parent, because they have to, or, It lS
the Itright thing to do". The parent can also use these
sources of legItimacy for acqulrlng stature over the child,
or a sense of ownershlp or domination over the child.
With this brings the notion of needing to control the
child, or the right of the parent to exert their will over
the child, because of the chlld's lack of status in the
family and the larger society. The passage of the right of
domination, can lead to exploitat.ion.
Tradition has great importance, even when it is not
ritualistically practiced. An understanding of tradition
gives a feeling of knowing "where home is", a sense of
belonging, or a sense of what's IIright". This culture has
placed self worth on the extent to which others act and
react to us. Others reactions and actions make sense out
of our lives and give meaning and importance to our
existence.
The parent child relationship also follows the tenants
of charismatic legitimacy, losing and galning intensIty as
the parent and child move through life cycles, and not
necessarily an the same wavelengths. Thls may be the most
important source of legltimacy within the family,
especially in abusive families. Charlsmatic legitlmacy may
have the most serious repercussions for its' followers. In
order to have charismatic authority, the follower has to be
involved in an emotlonal investment, and when thiS 15
exploited, the damage to the follower can be exceedingly
painful. In the other two forms of legitimacy one could
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adhere to them wlthout necessarily incurring any personal
emotional loss. In fact rational/legal legitimacy 1S very
impersonal. Charismatic authority requires allegiance to a
person or persons. It requires emotional investment.
Charismatic legitimacy is not typically applied to the
family nor did Weber explicitly intend it to be so.
However, parents are very POSitively charismatic to their
children. If they weren't children would not go to such
great lengths to please them, protect them, or let
themselves be influenced by them; parents have an intense
amount of power over their children in this regard.
Children are charismatically linked to their parents, or
more accurately their mother, with father soan to follow,
from birth. Parents have to do very little to win over the
affections of their child and engage their child in a life
long pursuit of parent pleasing. Parental affection and
parental positiveness, play important roles in for the
healthy development of their child. The charismatic
influence parents have over their children, will greatly
determine the type of adult the child will become, and thus
is the importance of making sure parents are utilizing
effective, empowering, and positive charismatic influence
over their children.
Charismatic influence includes the total parental
experience, from fulfilling the child's basic food,
clothing, and shelter needs, nurturance, emotional support,
discipline, posItive role modeling, etc .. This study found
charlsmatic legltlmacy to be the most influential in the
Wa ller
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parent child relatIonship. Charlsmatic legltimacy, as It
applies to parenting, aids 1n understanding the pervasive
emotional influence of parents over children and why
children are totally dependent on the healthy delivery of
this legitImacy. This understanding is pivotal in
examining the the interactive process in abusive families.
In order to exam1ne this process, an understanding of
the fundamental importance of family, and the crucial
nature of efforts directed at impravlng its' functioning,
is crucial. The family needs to be approached as a group
interacting and reacting in love and strife or in the words
of Sumner "antagonistic co-operation!'. Times (1964)
stated, "The family is important in the life of the
individual, because it get's him first, keeps him longest,
is his major source of cultural imperatives, and prescribes
him with emotional finality. It is lmportant because it
not only satisfies the wishes of the individual but it is
instrumental in shaping those wishes into a form which only
the family can satisfy. In our society the family
furnishes the basic environment for personality." Waller
(1951)
The understanding of charismatic author1ty, when
examining abusive families, offers Insight 1nto why It 1S
So dlfficult for children to reveal the maltreatment that
is occurring. Traditional authority will a1d in
understanding why society 15 so reluctant to report
suspected maltreatment. And lastly, rat1onal/legal
authority can aid in understanding why maltreatment 1S
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reported at all.
"The family exists to satisfy the needs of Its'
individual members (orIgInally the parents) and perform
certain essential tasks, from the point of view of SOcIety.
To satisfy individual needs, interlocking relationships
emerge; husband to wife, parent to child, and child to
child." Waller (1951) All families utilize these
relationships, to their own advantage, at some point. This
occurs as domlnation and subordination are part of the
interactive process as a means of getting individual needs
and desires met. As interactions occur in this manner,
there will be an inherent disequilibrium In power
distribution during the exchange. This unequal
distribution is not always parent over child. As stated
earlier, as the child maturates, their needs and desires
maturate. To actualize their desires, the utilize the
methods of domination they have formerly learned.
Patterson and Hops (1972> did a study of violence in the
home and keyed what they called "coercion spirals". liThe
child misbehaves, the parent threatens, the Child behaves
even more obnoxiously, the parent threatens harder, and so
on, until finally the weary parent gives in in order to get
peace. If parents consistently give in, they eventually
train up a little monster who will escalate tantrums,
coercions, and even violence to any length in order to
force the parent to stop demanding better behaVior. On the
other hand, parents may resort to phySical force in order
to win out against the annoyIng or crYing child. The
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child, being smaller and weaker, wIll have to submIt to
greater force in the end. Slnce the ChIld 1S, in thIS
instance, the one to glve in consistently, the parent 1S
the one trained to act like a monster. The parent, in
fact, becomes a chlld abuser. Battered babies often
unwittingly initiate a coercion sp1ral by refusing to be
quickly comforted when crying. 1I Patterson and Hops, 1972.
Part of the premlse for this study is that social
workers are in the best position to gather information to
aid in finding a solution for this society defined problem.
I gathered data for this study in that role. Therefore, in
conducting this study in this manner, I had to give special
consideration to the possible influences of my role. In
effectively understanding the family as a system, one needs
to understand and recognize the chaos, even the most
effective intervention, creates for the family. The worker
needs to also be of aware of how relationshIps and
communication are carried out withIn the family. In
addition, credence should be given to how the "system"
(intervening agency) operates and what "lessons" the family
is learning and 1f this differs from the intentions of the
Intervention.
To aid in understanding this concept, I included in
the former chapter, information on Weber's theory of
bureaucracies. Social serVIces are bureaucracies (as
previously stated) and carry wIth them the liabilities of a
bureaucracy. The bureaucracy can be lneffectual, In human
serVIces due to these inherent difficulties. The most
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difficult being that bureaucracles are mechanical and
impersonal entities attempting to work wlth people. Social
agencIes are comprised of a lot of adminlstrators and
committees which engage in elaborate discusslons of what
should be done; and a handful of fleld workers carryIng out
the tasks. The field workers are trained In theIr
particular agencies policies, and mandates of federal and
state laws. They learn SOCIological theory and evolution,
and how to write research papers in school. They learn
very little on how to motivate, educate, and redirect
people. And even though major issues with families involve
effective parenting techniques, very little education and
training focuses on these areas.
What then is the goal during family intervention? The
defined goal for the worker is to attempt to aid the family
in establishing new interactive techniques which empower
all family members, and assure that all the famIly members
needs are met. This is to be done by applying Impersonal
policy and law, which does not take Into account the
traditional and charismatic influences occurrIng within the
family.
The theoretical assumption, derlved from the
literature review, is that domination and subordination are
central components of the interactive process. That this
culture has identifIed various dominant roles, parents over
children beIng one of them. That when a role is dominant
it yields inherent power over subordInate roles. That
through thIS process one learns how to assert power over
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another to get their needs met. That one of tne necessary
needs of the parent 15 to force thelr children to be
obedient to the cultural values. These given to the famIly
through Weber's explanation of tradItional and legal
legitimacy and are maintained by the famIly through
charismatic legitimacy. In maltreatIng families there is
such a disproportionate amount of power, that the only
person who continually gets their needs met is the
maltreater.
The intervening agency, being a bureaucracy, primarily
focuses on legal authority. In focusing only on legal
authority, it does little to impact the manipulations of
traditional and charismatic legitimacy, by the caretakers,
over their children. Traditional and charismatic
legitimacy are most influential in the family. The
children learn how to get their needs met in the manner in
which their parents have demonstrated. Therefore, a
bureaucracy operating in only legal authority can do little
to impact on the cyclical occurrence of future
maltreatment.
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IV. Methods
In my study I examIned power and control In
the relationship within the parental unIt and between the
parent and chlld. I gathered my data from personal
interviews with parents and children while conducting
routine child maltreatment investigations. These
interviews were conducted between February 1990 and
September 1991. None of the Interviews wIth clients
included questions directly related to power and control
issues for the intent to build a data base for this study.
Rather, routine interview protocol was followed for the
purpose of validating an alleged child maltreatment
incident. The data was analyzed to find slmilarities among
responses, in order to reveal core issues behind child
maltreatment. After havIng conducted my first initial
interviews I began to see the consistent emergence of power
and control issues, at which point I added the information
of how power was achieved by whom and how.
The interviews were conducted either In my office, at
the child's school, or at the family home, depending on the
needs of each individual situation. All 1nterviews In this
study were conducted by myself, with no other persons
present. The analysls drawn from thIS study was based on
the responses from over 100 interviews with parents and
children. I present two case studies, one of WhlCh the
maltreatment Issue IS physical maltreatment, and one of
which the maltreatment Issue lS sexual maltreatment,
presenting pictorIal account of how power and control are
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obtained.
The study spec1f1es the 1nterv1ews as to nan offend1ng
parents, offending parents, Chlld vict1ms, and their
siblings who were not targeted 1n the speclfic incldent
under investigation. In the case studies, information is
supplied as to the setting of the lnterview, and how (if at
all) different settings within the same case afforded
different information. Particular attention 1S paid to
verbal, as well as nonverbal cues, used by the lnterviewer
(myself) and the subjects. Throughout my interviews, I was
very self aware of how my communication influenced the
respondent (as is important in this line of work). The
setting is of importance in both determining how power was
achieved and by whom. I have compared how elements of
power differ according to location of the interview. I
searched for power issues within the parental unit to gain
insight into how the offender came to have control in the
family and how he/she sustains this in order to be able to
victimize other family members. Lastly, I have looked at
how the non offending parent and the child legltimize and
accept the power and control of the offender. In
discussing this portion I also have lncluded the benefit to
the family of the power and control to mainta1n the order.
I have focused on three general research questions: 1)
What kind of envlronmental and social issues are used to
obtaln power; 2> How does power develop withln the famlly
unit and how is it susta1ned; and 3) How lS power used by
the "system" and it"s component parts and how that usage 15
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detrimental to resolving conflicts, WhlCh eventually lead
to the maltreatment of a ChIld.
I have used a systems approach In my analysIs between
what 15 occurring in the famIlies and what is occurring In
larger society, specifically within the agencies deSIgned
to tackle the maltreatment lssue within the family.
doing it is then important to include the typIcal (or
In so
mandated) agency response to abUSIve familles, whlch has
been formerly included.
I have used a qualitative approach for presenting my
data. In my next chapter I will pictorially present two
cases, in sections which are divIded by Interviews and/or
important events. After each section, I dISCUSS the
content of meaning of what was observed and/or stated. I
have inserted quotes from other interviews to formulate a
reflection on the sameness' that have occurred across
interviews.
Due to the protectIon and confidentiallty of Child
Welfare records I have only made some basic indexes to
identify the respondents, they will be denoted as follows.
Identifiers Symbol
Parents:
Age:
Mother
Father
Stepmother
Stepfather
Maltreater
16-25
25-35
35-50
over 50
M
F
SM
SF
*
1
2
3
4
Ethnicity is not ldentified.
ChIldren: Male Victlm
Female VIctlm
MV
FV
Ages:
Male Sibling
Female Sibling
0-2
2-3
4-5
6-9
10-12
13 and over
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MS
FS
5
6
7
8
9
10
Ethnicity is not identified.
Setting: Office
School
Home
Other
a
s
H
N
Additionally, quotes are labeled as to complaint issue
either physical abuse (PA) or sexual abuse <SA).
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v. Case Study 1
The case studles will be presented In segments, which
are numbered in order for the reader to clearly recognize
the divisions. After each segment IS presented (which may
be an interview or event which occurred in the case) is a
discussion section. The discussion section also includes
supporting informatlon from other case intervIews or events
to further illustrate or descrIbe how the same forces were
occurring in differing cases.
Section 1.
The first case is one of physical abuse. The incident
under investigation was substantiated and the child was
removed from the home. The actual incident involved the
M is in age category 1, *F is in age
maltreater punching the child in the stomach with a closed
fist.
There was external bruising but no internal injury.
The child was a male in age category 5, there were no other
siblings in the home.
category 2.
The intake information and the flrst Interview which
formed the initial foundation for evaluating the safety of
the child yielded the risk factors to determlne the
immediate safety response. The following are the initial
risk factors which necessltated removal: the age of the
child, severlty of injury, If the lnJury was lntentl0nal,
the inabllity and/or unWIllingness of the non offending
parent to intervene, the demeanor of the maltreatlng parent
at discovery, the lsolation of the family, the lnaOllity
and/or unwllilngness of the non offending parent to
separate from the maltreater and provide a safe environment
for the child during Intervention, and reports of past
physical discipline.
The first intervlew
M placed a hang up 911 call to the local pollce. The
police responded and went to the resIdence. They were
informed by M that *F had "punched MV in the stomach" after
MV failed to listen to *F requests to stop playing with the
remote control for the television. M stated *F carried MV
upside down into the back bedroom and "threw" him into his
crlb. MV cried for approximately 5 minutes and then M
thought he had fallen asleep. Although M thought that the
'-
child may have been seriously injured, she informed police
that she did not go to check on him, as *F "could have
gotten mad at me too. He hates it when I lnterfere when
he's disciplining MV." M additionally informed the police
that this was not the first occaSion that *F had struck the
ch i I d • She further stated that *F had struck her in the
head with the telephone and unplugged it.
call to the pollce had been disconnected.
This is why her
She stated she
was calling the police to flnd out where she and *F could
get counseling. She initlally denied that she was fearful
for herself or far MV.
Welfare and I responded.
The police then contacted Child
Upon entering the home I observed the home to be
lmmaculate, with no remnants that would foretell a toddler
was living in the home.
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M and *F were seated ne~t to each
other on the couch, holdlng hands. M asked me if she could
get me some coffee, to WhICh I declined. *F asked who I
was and why I came. I introduced myself, my organizatIon
affiliation and my purpose. *F then laughed nervously and
stated there was no reason for me to be there, "it was a
simple misunderstanding", that he had already cleared up
with the police. I informed him I stIll needed to make an
assessment of the situation. I then asked to observe the
child. *F stood up and remarked that MV was sleeping and
did not need to be disturbed. He then questioned me as to
why I needed to see MV, and stepped toward me. His
expression became more serious and somewhat threatening.
The police told *F to sit down, but he didn't. He stepped
toward me again. To see if I could de-escalate him, I sat
down in a nearby chair and explained to him that because I
receIved a report from the police regarding the possibility
of injury to a child, it was my job to check out the
situation, and *F and M could assist me by telling me what
had occurred that evening and by letting me view the child
to make sure he was alright. *F contlnued to Insist there
was no reason for me to check the chlld. At this pOInt I
began to insist that I check the chlld. Due to the
seriousness of the complaint, I would have to secure that
the child was not in need of medIcal attention. *F stated
that I was being rldlculous and I CQuid go in and see that
the child was Just fIne.
MV was In hiS crib lyIng awake, as I lIfted up his
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shlrt I observed red marks on hls stomach, directly above
his navel (these marks later formed sllght brulslng). The
Child made no attempt to reslst me, nor did he acknowledge
my presence. The ChIld could not be interviewed, as he was
nonverbal. I observed that the child averted my eye
contact, when I trled to talk to hIm gently, to ease any
fear. I plcked him up and brought him lnto the lIving room
where the parents were still sittlng. Nelther parent
advanced toward the child nor spoke to hlm. He sat on my
lap quietly throughout my Interview with the parents.
I asked what had occurred that evenlng to which M
replied, "It was a misunderstanding, *F didn't mean
anything, he had such a hard day and I just didn't
realize", *F interrupted and stated, "I think you can go
now, as you can see MV is fine. M really didn't see what
happened. I never touched him. We were just playlng. You
know, boys gotta learn to be tough, so sometimes I playa
little rougher than I probably should". When *F spoke, his
voice tone had a driven quality, his face was red, and he
was very agltated. Occasionally he would lnsert
inappropriate laughter, WhICh would startle me. M spoke
slowly and softly. *F lnvited me to look around hlS house
to see how well he had provided for hlS family. He would
tell me often, that he was a Ilgreat father", dOlng all the
things "normally done by the mother". *F never let himself
out of sight of M, even as he tried to shaw me the house.
M was always very cautiouS of what she sald and how she
said It. She would look at *F before she would address me
or answer my questions.
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It was a slightly nervous
uncertain look, as If she was trying hard not to make It
look as though she was being careful about what she said.
Many times *F would interrupt and answer for M. Several
times I had to say to *F that I had asked M the question.
This angered *F and he would give me a look of dlsgust. M
would hesitate then answer my question. When I would ask a
pointed questlon, *F would attempt to divert the
conversation by saying, "such a beautiful, bright child
could not come from an abusive hornell, or that he was a
"good father". Whenever *f would say something about how
good a father he was, he would glance at M, who would
reaffirm this. He would then make some comment about how M
needed to work on thls or that, to become a IIbetter
mother".
insults.
M never contradicted *F, or made comment to his
Neither parent inquired as to whether or not I
had observed any injury to MV.
During this intervlew M did not give me the same
information she had given to the police offlcers who were
still at the residence. She stated she had not meant to
dial 911, she was slmply trylng to get a number for
counseling, as she and her husband were having marital
difficulties. When asked what dlfficulties they were
having, *F would interrupt and state that everything had
been blown out of proportion. I then asked M if *F had
struck her that evening, prevlously she told me she had
fallen. She again denied he struck her. She also denied
he had punched MV In the stomach or carried hlm upside down
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or threw him In the crib, as she had told the pollce, who
were still present. The only conceSSlon M made In regard
to *F was that *F ttwas sometlmes a llttle rough". She
malntained that he took care of the house, the child, and
her. M stated that *F was so overwhelmed by all his
responsibilities and she was not understandlng enough. I
thought that I might get different information from M if I
could interview her alone. On this occasion they refused
to be interviewed separately, whlch 15 often the occurrence
when interviews take place in the family home.
In initial interviews, it is important to pay
attention to subjects, words, and interviewing techniques
which generate uncomfortableness for the interviewee. This
will often give insight into personality characteristics
and into areas which may need further investigation. This
is more than just mere anger, which is usually always
present, (if the famlly is not angry or nervous in some way
given the nature of the intervention, there is cause for
concern) • In the above case, any questlon and/or statement
directed to M, which suggested that alternatlve discipline
techniques should be tried, *F would become angered. He
would immediately tell me what a great father he was.
Also, every time I used the word "Daddy" he would correct
me and say IIFather". This could symbolize an authoritarian
approach to parenthood WhiCh centers on respect for h1S
position.
As stated previously the house dld not have any
foretell Signs that a toddler llved there. The layout of
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the house became of 1nterest to me as *F was showing me
hIs home to conVince me that everything was "wonderful".
In the living room there several breakable Items at reach
to a toddler. The children's books were located on the
highest shelf in the book case, (which I later learned from
M was so that MV would have to get assistance to get his
books). All of MV's toys, in his bedroom, were In
locations to which MV was not able to access without
parental assistance. It was a three bedroom home, with two
of the bedrooms directly across from each other and the
third bedroom located at the other end of the home. The
parental bedroom was the one at the opposite end of the
house, even though it was the smaller of the three.
It readily became apparent that the accuracy of
information from M was being tainted in the presence of
*F. *F would not cooperate with separate Interviews, and
even if he had, I was concerned for M's safety if she
revealed any incrimlnating information. I had to separate
the parents, if there would be any chance of getting more
accurate informat1on from M. (At thIS point nelther the
police nor I had taken the authority to force the parents
to succumb to separate InterVIews. Unfortunately this had
to be accomplished by taking protective custody of the
child. As will be expla1ned later, it is preferable to
gain cooperation from the family wlthout legal
interventlon. Thls then became the next step.) I inquired
1f M had a relatIve or frIend WIth whom she and her child
could spend the nIght, or 1f *F had a place he could go, In
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order tnat a more tho~Qugn assessment be completeo; -F
refused to leave hls home and M stated she knew of no one
with whom she could stay. As *F began to feel threatened
and began to recognize the intentlon of my wanting to
separate him from his wife and child, he became irate. He
began pacing, first 1n front of M, giving her menacing
looks and stating this was all her fault, and then in front
of me. I attempted to intervene by assur1ng him that this
was only temporary until more information could be
This did not appease him and he demanded to knowgathered.
what more I needed to know. I informed him the child would
need to be taken to the emergency room, to which he
abruptly interrupted me and stated "Absolutely not". I
also informed him I wanted to talk with each of them
separately, as I had received contradictory information, to
which he also refused. His pacing seemed to serve as a way
for him to gather his thoughts and formulate a plan. As he
appeared to also be becoming lncreasingly agitated and
hostile, I began questioning him again in order to dlstract
him.
When I attempted to ask him of the normal parenting
routine and methods of disclpline which were used, *F
stated "You're just trying to pln something on me, I'm too
smart for your games". Shortly thereafter, *F stated he
would now have to ask all of us to leave, as we were
.. trespassing". He became 1ncreas1ngly hostile and
eventually had to be restrained by police, as I told him we
were not leaVIng. He was subsequently arrested for
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dlsorderly conduct and obstructing a police officer and
served 3 days In jaIl. (Durlng these three days was when I
got the maJority of my lnformatlon from M). After *F was
taken from the residence, M began to cry and stated she
needed to stay at the residence and wait for *F to return.
I could not convince her that he would not be returning
that evening, but he may be released that following day. I
implored M to protect MV and herself by not allowing *F
access to MV, during the investigation, by inItiating a
restraInlng order, with my aSsIstance. She refused. I
offered to take her and the child to the domestic violence
shelter, she refused. She also refused to accompany me to
the emergency room WIth MV as "*F might return and he would
go crazy if he came home and I wasn't here." At thlS
point, I explained the child would then be taken lnto
protective custody, if she continued to refuse protective
lntervention for her and her child. But this could be
avoided by her securing a living situation, by either of
the afore mentioned possibilities, for her and her child.
She continued to refuse. At this point the child was taken
into protective custody and removed from the home.
Section 1. dISCUSSion
From the begInning the divisions and roles WIthin the
famlly were very clear to me. The parents presented what
they felt was a united front, WIth *F planted firmly at the
helm. The structuring of the house and the Items wlthln
the house showed the emphasIs on the rules and power
structure wlthln this family.
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~F made tne Chlld depenOent
on him; to obtain anythlng pleasurable, the child would
have to seek out the parents aSsIstance. The Chlld·s toys
were placed In such a way that even the slmplest forms of
independence were not allowed. The choice of the bedroom
location also dlsplayed parental authority, by the
distancing of the ChIld's bedroom from the parental
bedroom, specifIcally consldering the child's age.
This refusal in allowing the child to have even the
smallest element of independence is an extremely high risk
factor for future maltreatment, which is exasserbated by
the child approaching the age of independence and defiance.
In this situation, that information was readily available
to me, simply by examining the living environment along
with other factors which contributed more soundly to this
assessment. In other cases, thIS is not so obvious and
more attentlon needs to be paid to the interaction and the
verbal communication. Often parents speak of an aspect of
being a good parent 15 being in control of the child's
behavior. *F 2 0 PA "She wants to be in control and I'm
not going to let her. She needs to know who's boss. She
klcked me, sa I kicked her back harder"; *M H 3 PA "She
challenged me. It was for her own good, I had to win this
battle"; *M 2 PA IIHe didn't want to go, so I had to take
control and drag hIm In''; *F 3 0 PA til dld it to scare him.
He needs to be scared of me so hell! listen'·; *M 4 0 PA
"As soon as he knows I can't Whip hlm anymore, he wlll be
out of control"; *SF 2 H PA I'Before, I would tell him to do
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somethIng and he wouldn't do it. He use to not respect me,
but now he does"; M 1 H PA "when she said 'No', he hit
her. She needs to listen to her father"; *F 3 H PA "He got
backhanded for talking back to me, he is to shut up when I
talk to him. He done wrong I really don't care why". It
is also possible to identify issues of control without the
parent making specific reference to them. *SF 2 0 SA "She
can't do anything for herself I have to do everythlng"; *F
2 H SA "She is confused and anyway she came to my room.
Shit, I even have to get her out of her own lie. She
screws up everything"; M 1 H PA "He thinks it's funny to
get her confused, and then spanks her for lying, I guess it
makes him feel smart or something"; *F 3 0 PA "I got a
board and busted his butt. He was all big and tough until
then". The power issues become very dramatic when the
parents statements are analyzed simultaneously. M 1 0 SA "I
know he has done other things to other kids, but I thought
if I let him do those things to me he would not bother her.
They are really close."--same case--*F 2 0 SA "Everything
has been messed up. It's me that is the real parent, I do
everything for her. I bathed her, I potty trained her.
Leaving her with her mother IS gOing to screw her up.
Nobody knows, anymore, how to raise girls. She needs to
know it is her daddy that she is suppose to depend on to
teach her about lIfe". The interaction between the child
and parent can reveal control Issues, as when the parent
superImposes over the child's play, what they think the
child should involve themselves wlth, sport they should
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play or ignores the Chlld"s requests. More subtle
interactlons occur when the Chlld reverts nonverbally to
the parent for approval to engage In an actlvity or type
of play. In very small children, even lf a parent
verbalizes that they do not control the chlld, asking the
parent to join the chlld in free play can give the observer
information about the control dynamics wlthln the
relationship.
M choosing *F over her Chlld, was expected, because of
her obvious fear of *F and her dependence upon hlm. This
is very often the common response by the non offending
parent. One may want to speculate that this is an attempt
by the famlly to stonewall the soclal worker, in the hopes
of preventing removal of the child. However, even when it
is explained to the parent that the child will be removed,
if they make the decision to stay wlth the maltreater
and/or the child is actually removed, neither usually
significantly impacts the parents declsion to continue to
remain with the mal treater. ThIS also occurs even when the
maltreater is not present and the non offendlng parent can
take the child and be placed in a safe place, without
initially havIng to deal wlth the offender. The power of
the offender over the family is partIcularly strong in thIS
area. If the non offending parent chooses to part with the
maltreater, the lmmediate response to protect the chlld is
often abandoned, when the parents begin communicating with
each other and/or when the remaIning parent feels they can
make it on their own. ThIS can be obtaIned by the
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maltreater from his spouse, elther by the spouse knowlng of
the maltreater's predIctable response or by the
unpredictability of the spouse's response. Either of the
responses wIll motIvate the non offender In what appears to
be his/her unwillingness to protect the child. However,
the most accurate assessment is that due to conditioning
he/she is unable to protect the child even though the child
may be taken from the home.
The other immediate question may be why dId M inform
the polIce of what had occurred and not me. The answer is
twofold. First of all both parents were unprepared for the
police as *F did not know they had been called and M may
not have expected the police to respond to the hang up
call. They did not have the tlme nor the opportunity to
come up with a plausible explanation for the 911 call other
than M knowing it's purpose. Secondly, *F's utilIzes a
dominate authoritarian interaction with M, therefore, it
would make sense that M would feel more compelled to
succumb to the lnnate authority of two male police
officers. I was unable to bring out this yielding to
authority characteristic for M, as the pollce officers did.
In the long run, thls was beneflcial to both her and I.
*F's response to both myself and the police In
retrospect was predIctable. Persons who so strongly
possess the need to utilize power and control assume that
this can be asserted over anybody. His lnitial attempts to
use thIS came In the tone of hls VOIce and hlS mannerIsms.
He trIed to persuade me wlth charisma, that everything was
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fine. When I wasn 4 t persuaded, he needed to up the ante by
confrontIng me and just gIvIng me bIts and pIeces of the
truth, so I would thInk he was glvlng me all the
informatlon. For a brief period of time he assumed this
worked and was thereby surprIsed of my wantlng more
information. His next approach was to use subtle physlcal
intimidation, by standIng up and paclng in front of me and
M. It was obvious that this worked on M so he expected It
would work on me. As I pressed further he again upped the
ante by asserting himself as the authority of the house and
I was the invader. If there was not sufficient concern for
the child's safety, this may have been the end of our
encounter. When this again was unsuccessful, he resorted
to the ultimate attack by attempting to physically attack,
and this was up ended by the police.
In most child maltreatment cases it does not go this
far, however, persons wlth very strong issues wlth power
and control are extremely difficult to de-escalate. Often
times the only way to de-escalate them is by consciously
yielding to their sense of power and control, and once they
feel empowered, to proceed with the interView on thelr
terms. Referred to as a "constructive coercive interview".
Another control issue, which was apparent In thiS
situation, was the soclal IsolatIon of thlS famlly. M
could not offer any frlend or relative wlth whom she could
stay. An inltial combat from the reader may be that the
family would be embarrassed or maybe didn't want friends
and famlly to be lnvolved. Most famllies want the soclal
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M's aemeanor In tne first lnterview was ve~y sucawed.
She readlly offered lntimate detalls of her relationshIp
wlth *F. She also offered many detalls of both thelr
familles of orlgln. What I had learned from M was that she
came from a sexually abuslve home. Her father was an
alcoholic, who is currently in recovery; her mother was a
stable person In M's life untll about age 13. When she was
13 years old her parents got a dlvorce, after which her
mother began abusing drugs, and was prostItuting for a
short period of time until she died of a drug overdose when
M was 15. Between the ages of 13 and 15, M had made
several suicide attempts. the last of whlch left her
partially paralyzed, (she attempted to klll herself by
shooting herself in the neck). Due to the drastic nature
of her suicidal attempts, she was in and out of inpatient
treatment facilities until age seventeen, when she went to
a foster home next door to *F mother's resldence. This is
when she first met *F. He was 28 years old when they first
met. M has little communication WIth her father except
that she receives a $2000 dollar a month maIntenance
payment from him.
M states that she became frlends wlth *F, and that
when she moved away to go to college, *F volunteered to
move her from the east coast to Oklahoma. He helped her to
get settled and then M stated that they had sexual
relations which ended up in a pregnancy. They decided to
get marrled and remaln In Oklahoma for her to attend
college.
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M has no contact wlth any relatives. She states her
mother's side of the famlly doesn't speak to her because
they blame her for her mother's death. Her father has no
contact with hIS relatives, so she knows little of his
family. She has one older sister whom she contacts
occasionally but states they do not have a close
relationship.
M views *F as her savIor, she IS charismatically drawn
to him. She views herself as unlovable except by him. She
even feels her child as being more attached to *F than
herself. She truly feels that if it were not for this man,
she would be unable to care for herself or her child. Thus
the reason for appearing to choose her relatlonship with *F
over the safety of her child. She assumes she will
eventually get back her child but if she loses *F he may
not return. Additionally, she firmly believes that without
*F help, she wlll not get her child back.
As persons often define themselves as others represent
and respond to them, M at this point probably would be
incapable of taking care of herself and her Child. Her
definition of self is what *F tells her she is and from the
information about her hIstory, It is eVldent that she was
not presented with the llfe experIences which would enable
to her to achieve a good sense of self.
*F and other persons who domInate relationships with
power and control have to actlvely seek out persons who
would allow thIS to happen. Not only was M physically
incapacItated into a depowering lifestyle, her life
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e~perlences placed her lnto a SuuorOlnate role. Tne
historlcal lnformatlon recelved an *F showed a llfe tlme of
uSlng and gettlng away wlth the lnsubordlnation of others.
He has a conflicted and over enmeshed relationshlp with his
mother. He had a Juvenile and adult record of deviant
sexual conduct, includlng voyerism and exhlbitionlsm. He
had received psychiatric treatment perlodically from age 16
to 20. He was also a prlme suspect In a rape and battery
case. It was reported that both as a juvenile and as an
adult he would often go out late at nlght and walk the
streets. He had no relationship With his father as an
adult, but it was reported that his father was abuslve to
him as a chlld. M was not his first serious relationship.
He had been engaged, which ended when he was suspected of
the rape mentioned above. Although he was suspected of
many sexually oriented crimes, he was never convicted. It
was reported that hIS mother rescued him from most run ins
with the law. He also served briefly in the mIlitary and
received a discharge for psychiatrIc reasons, (military
records could not be accessed).
Although M stated that she felt that she had a
prImarlly good relatlonship wlth *F, lnformatlon was
located that at one point she had issued a restraining
order against him. In this restraIning order she wrote
that *F was physically abusive to herself and MV on many
occasions, and that he had farced her to have sexual
relatlons with him agaInst her will. She also lnformed me
that he would lack her In her room or remove the batteries
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from her wheel chair when he was upset with her.
Sectlon 2. DIScusslon
The history presented in the above section IS very
startling and is a dramatIc picture of what occurs, to a
somewhat lesser degree, in many abusive familIes. Issues
WhlCh occur with some consIstency In abUSIve famIlIes are:
history of physical abuse in the parent's childhood home;
alcohol and drug issues; social isolation; absence and or
discord in the attachment with biological family of parent;
high stress; authoritarlan style parenting by the
maltreater; view primary role of parent as "controillng"
child's behavior; and subordination of other family
members. What makes this discussion unique is that I am
not only looking at the symptomatic issues but how this
power comes to be. The allusion of charismatic authority
that the maltreater has over the famIly to legitimize his
actions is paramount. This appears to be a primary issue
of how the maltreatment perpetuates.
This could aid in explainIng why the parent so
stringently obJects to the request to discontlnue the use
of physlcal discipline and In addltlon totally obJects to
the chlld having the knowledge that physical dIsclpline is
no longer allowed. Parents will often refer to this loss
of control during the interVIew process. *M 2 H PA "I can
discipline my kids as I want. 1·11 smack them or WhIp them
1f I think they need It. You take that away and they
really will be wild fl ; *SF 2 0 SA itA g1rl needs to know that
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it she comes on to a guy she wlll get what s~e deserves.
That's what I taught her, It wasn't abuse, it was a lesson"
(FV in age category 2); *M 2 H PA "She was acting like the
mother"; *F 4 a PA ..... need a strong hand. If my father
hadn't whipped me like he did I would be out smoklng dope
or be in McAlister, whipplng kids keeps them in lIne. If
he thinks I can't do that any more, you mlght as well keep
him, because I won't be able to do anythlng wlth him
anymore"; *M 4 0 PA IIIf you all take hlm, I don't want him
back. I won't be able to control him. He'll know that he
can get away with anything." *SF 3 0 PA "If you don#t
discipline your kids you will have a problem later" *M 2 H
PA ItI spank my kids when they need It. We leave a paddle
around the house for a reminder." M 2 H SA "You have no
right to interview my kid without my permission."
This control doctrine IS accepted by the victims.
They express dislike for the method but most of them voice
that they feel the parent as the right to control them.
Most children recall abUSive incidents with a blase'
attitude, their affect is often more foretellIng than their
statements. MV 2 S PA "Dad slapped me because I was bangIng
on the wall. I get spankings all the time." FV 10 H PA
"My dad hits me wIth hiS hand but not very hard, it's O.K."
FV 7 5 PA "You can never move, that makes her more mad, you
get it harder then." MV 9 5 PA til told her It hurt and she
hit me harder. They usually use the belt on my back
because It hurts me more and they want to make sure I feel
It.'' FV 8 S SA "He covered my mouth because I was
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screaming, he dldn't care that I couldn't breathe." MV 8 H
PA "I don't like It because she never glves me hugs or says
she's sorry afterwards. If only she'd say she's sorry."
FV 10 S PA liMy dad slapped me In the face and punched my in
the eye because I said I was leaving." MV 10 5 PA "When
she tells him to stop he hits us harder."
Children often make such statements wIth little affect
and e~press no initIally evidenced trauma over their
parent's discipline method. They will talk of the
maltreatment in negative terms using words like
It whup pin ••. bea t i ng ... sp a nk i ng .. etc. II
Those statements above being only excerpts from
interviews, make it difficult for the reader to imagine the
child's affect during the interview. Many times, children
will show the worker severe Injuries including bruising,
bite marks, burns, lacerations, etc. willingly and without
emotional outburst. They generally undertake thls portion
with complete compliance, and usually do not try to invoke
a sympathetic response from the worker. The child often
makes remarks about how they would like the physical
discipline and/or sexual molestatIon to cease but they
rarely remark directly about any wrongdoing by the
caretaker.
Additionally, statements like those above, are often
quickly tempered by the child with statements about how
they provoked the act to occur, or how the maltreatment
does not occur that often, or how they usually don't
receive Injuries. The chlld often owns the responslbllity
of the maltreaters actions.
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Tne manner ln Wnlcn the child
tempers the statements, maklng excuses O~ ratlonalizatlon
of the parents actlon, glves 1nformation that the Chlld may
inherently know that the maltreatment was unacceptable. Or
they may assess that the intervlewer bel1eves the acts to
be unacceptable. When lntervlew1ng a Ch11d, any
interviewer reactions could potentially 1nfluence the
subsequent statements made. It 15 therefore important to
being the healing process for the family, at intake. The
child needs to receive the message from the interviewer,
that there is a separation between the person and the
action of the person. The message the child needs to hear
is, just because the maltreatment (action) may be "bad",
does not equate to the person being IIbad".
Section 3. Joint Parental InterView
After F got out of jail I requested that both parents
come into my office for a Joint interview, this had
previously been tentatively scheduled with M. F contacted
me about 30 minutes prior to our appointment and requested
that I come to thelr home. I inSIsted they come to my
office. This made F agltated and he commented that my
intentions were to get him on limy turf" so I could have
more power over him". He would often make statements of
how he will refuse to "play my game". This, 1n a way, was
an accurate statement, as I had learned from my first
interVIew and subsequent intervlews w1th M, that I needed
to converse wlth F In a setting that was less familIar to
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office. ThiS made F agitated and he commented that my
intentions were to get him on limy turf" so I could have
more power over him". He would often make statements of
how he will refuse to "play my game ll • ThIS, In a way, was
an accurate statement, as I had learned from my first
Interview and subsequent Interviews WIth M, that I needed
to converse wlth F in a setting that was less familiar to
him and thus less empowerlng for hlm, In order to
accomplish the mandates of my Job. An offlce setting can
be intimidating to a lot of parents, additionally there are
ways to structure the setting both physlcally and
emotionally that cannot be done in the parental home.
There are also benefits to an office setting for the parent
if one parent feels powerless in their own home. An office
setting further lends more authority to the interviewer, If
this is what is trying to be accomplished. This also may
need to occur for safety reasons for the worker. Parents
are usually more comfortable discussing issues wlthln their
own familiar environment. They are often hesltant to come
to the office because lt adds a more formal alre to the
process as opposed to the worker being in theIr home, which
they percelve as more informal and thus less lntlmidatlng.
This will be dlscussed In mare detall below.
They finally agreed to come lnto my offIce, but were
nearly 20 minutes late. I let them sit in the waiting area
for an additional 10 minutes. I was attemptlng to subtly
send the message that my tIme was valuable and I would not
be manipulated in thlS manner. I then proceeded to let
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them know at the onset of the lnte~vlew that I walt no mo~e
than 15 mlnutes for clients, then cancel the appointment 1f
I do not recelve adequate notlce they will be late. I led
them to an lnterv1ew room. The lnterv1ew rooms can be set
up in advance, in accordance with the needs of the
interview. For example in conference style, wIthout chairs
if the interviewee 15 a chlld etc. In thlS case, I had
four chalrs, one of WhlCh was larger and placed behlnd the
desk, the other three were in front of the desk. The desk
was several feet from the door but was diagonal to the
room, therefore my chair was closer to the door than the
desk. This allowed for easier access to the door for me
than for the parents. This is not an unusual configuration
of the room wlth hostile clients. For safety purposes, the
social worker needs to be able to leave the room quickly if
needed, additionally thls prevents the client from being
able to stop the social worker from leaving the room. F
immediately sat in the chair behind the desk, when asked to
sit in front of the desk he slowly got up and then took one
of the remaining chairs and positioned it at the side of
the desk. As he dld not block my eXIt from the room, I
proceeded wIth this arrangement. M posltioned her wheel
chair in front of the desk.
In the initIal stages of the lntervlew, F was very
congenial even try1ng to be friendly with me. He stated
that he belIeved by now that I had probably learned the
truth and would soon be returnlng his son and dropping the
case. I dldn-t confIrm or deny this, leaVing F somewhat
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confused about my lntentlons. However, thlS statement led
me to believe that M did not inform F that the court had
filed a petltion alleglng the child to be deprIved and had
no intention of returnlng the child to the home at thiS
time, (M was aware of this). Thls could mean that either M
was afraid to tell F or that she hoped or believed thIS
wouldn't occur and that F could prevent this from
happenIng. Given my previous dlScusslons with M, I
concluded the former. F began his discusslon wlth his
usual statements, of thIS being a misunderstandlng, he
being a good father, and of how such a IIbright, beautIful
child" could not have been the product of an abUSIve home.
He attempted to say this as forthrlght as possible,
although it was easy to tell he was uncomfortable as he
would often insert nervous inappropriate laughter into his
conversation. M was very guarded with her statements,
indirectly talking with me through F. She averted eye
contact with me which differed from our preVIQUS
conversation. F always looked at me dIrectly and
intensely, even when he was not speakIng.
I confronted F about the maltreatment of M and of MV,
telling him straIght out that his former explanation of
what had occurred that evenlng was Inconsistent with the
police report and the injury to the chIld. This angered F.
His face became red, he moved closer toward me, and hlS
vOIce became straIned. InItially he trIed to conceal his
anger, accusing me of playIng games and wantIng hIS ChIld
for myself. I Informed F that bruISlng had appeared on MV
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the day followIng the lncident WhICh were conslstent wlth
MV belng struck In the stomach. F hesltated, turned and
glared at M. I leaned back In my chalr In hopes that M and
F would exchange wards whlch may lead to a partIal
confession. ThIS dld not happen. F asked to speak with me
privately.
As I escorted M out of the room, I Informed her that I
would be talking with F about the statements she had made
against him. I told her again that I would provlde
protection for her by arranging a placement at the domestic
violence shelter, she declined my offer. I waited for
several minutes before reentering the room. When I
returned F was paclng and talking to himself, although I
could not discern what he was sayIng. He qUIckly regalned
his composure when I entered the room. I seated myself on
the desk opposite the SIde F had sat back down in. This
confused him and he looked at me with a puzzling glance but
remained where he was seated.
I began my discussIon by praIsing him for the good job
he had done taking care of his WIfe, home, and child; and
that I understood the Intense amount of stress he was
under. I asked how he managed to do all he does and yet
still maintain an even temperament. He had said just thIS
to me on several other occasions which I had prevIously
left unresponded to, so he was perplexed by the statements
I was now making. He responded qUIte modestly that
sometimes the pressure does get to him and he does get
angry. I made hIm belIeve that I was shIfting more blame
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tor the inCldent to M for not trYlng to be an equal partner
In the relationshlp. He agreed thlS bothered him and
stated she doesn't do as much as she could, In fact he
thought she was quite "lazy and lncapable'·. Thls began a
lengthy discussIon on everything he does and everythIng she
doesn't do, leaving out any Issues related to her
challenged physlcal condition.
thought I was softening to hIm.
By the end, he clearly
I could tell thIS by hIS
relaxed posture in his chair, the straIned edge In hIS
voice was lessening, and the defensive responses were
decreasing. Eventually, he felt comfortable enough to tell
me he had tlhit her" on a couple of occasions. He initially
refused to admit that he had struck her that evening, but
he eventually admitted to this, as I displayed no alarming
response to him being phySIcally aggressIve with his wife
on other occasions. He then began questioning me about my
own famIly, whether or not I was married, had chIldren
etc .• Normally I would have made a patented statement that
my personal life is not In question, but thIS tlme I
answered differently. I gave him a small amount of
information, enough for him to thInk that we had built a
certaln level of trust, but not enough to JeOpardize the
nature of my posltion.
I still had not gotten a confessIon on the physical
aggression toward the child. I assumed he would be more
guarded in glving up thiS information. I now had a
simulated trust platform, but still dId not feel he was
ready to dIsclose thIS Informatlon. I transitloned Into
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talking about MV by statlng;
"So sometlmes when your really angry and under
pressure because M lsn't belng an equal partner, you can
get physical. What does she do?"
(*F) "She really doesn't do anythlng because I guess
she knows she deserves it. 1I
(Me) "In other words she thinks it's Justlfied in a
way, and it's O.K. for you to respond in physlcal ways in
your home when your angry?1I
<*F) "Ya, I guess 50. 11
(Me) "Then I guess it is fair to say that you mlght
respond in physlcal ways to your son when your angry or
feeling pressure at some point. 1I
<*F) "Well I guess I might, who knows, but that
doesn't mean I have."
(Me) "Have you ever thought of
hitting your son?"
<*F) IIYa maybe once or twice, but I always stopped
myself. 1I
(Me) "Always? And how did you do that? .. Then I stood
up abruptly, before he had an opportunity to answer, and
stated I would return momentarIly. I left the room for
about 5 minutes. When I returned I stated, "Sorry, now
where were we? Oh ya, you were saying how sometimes you
might become angry and hit your son, but sometlmes you
don't? When you choose not to hlt hlm, how do you stop
yourself?" ThlS usage of reframlng the content of hiS
statements eventually lead to a partial admittance of he
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uSing physIcal dlSCipllne on MV on the night in questIon
and in the past. However, he utilized much minimlzation
and rationalization for his behavIor, and truly did not see
his actions as inapproprlate. I also requested that F
provide me with references who knew of hiS parenting
abllity. F was a step ahead of me, and already had
prepared such a list, whlch lncluded over 25 names, one of
which was Oral Roberts.
After the above conversation I asked M to join us. I
informed M, in front of F, that he was maklng progress In
that he was owning up to his actions and had collaborated
her recall of the events of the evening in questIon. This
surprised F. But he did particlpate In a discussion with
me and M about alternative methods of disclpline, as well
as alternatives to aggresslon between he and M. At the end
of this conversation, I believe that F thought the the
ordeal was over and MV would be returned. When he was
informed this would not occur at this time and was
explained the process for the return of the chlld, he
became e~tremely hostIle and threatening. My assessment of
his anger lncluded a component of what he thought to be a
violation of trust between he and I. M made no attempt to
subdue his anger but conversed with me about what she felt
were the posltive aspects of this plan, but thIS only
enraged him more. He became extremely loud and our
discussion was interrupted by my supervlsor and another
male supervisor who escorted hIm out of the building. I
was not pleased wlth the Interruptlon as I felt that thIS
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crlSlS may have been productIve if I had been given more
time to work through hiS anger wlth hIm. It also,
unfortunately, was pIvotal In setting up a more adversarlal
relatlonshlp which prevented me from obtalnlng anymore
informatIon from either parent.
Section 3. Discussion
When obtaining Initlal and subsequent Information,
it is useful to interview the parents separately and
consecutively. This gives the worker the ability to
utilize the knowledge gathered in one interview, for the
next. The parents do not benefit from thlS knowledge as
they are not sure what informatIon the other parent
contributed. It is also useful In validating sameness' in
the information presented, WhICh lends credIbility to the
statements of both.
A useful technique for intervIewIng is the
constructive coerCIve IntervIew process. The worker
gathers all informatlon available before Intervlewing the
designated mal treater. The first informat10n 1S obtained
from the reporter. Then the v1ctim is IntervIewed,
followed by any siblIngs or child members of the household.
The non-offending parent 1S next. Then the identified
maltreater. Any collaborating persons and/or references
are interviewed last. Unless in the worker's Judgement, a
collaborating person may have InformatIon WhICh IS needed
before Intervlewlng the child or the caretakers. ThlS
process arms the worker wIth as much InformatIon as
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possible before interviewing the maltreater. ThIS enables
the worker to ask the approprlate questlons and assess the
validity of the answers agalnst Information already
obtaIned. Presentlng all Information to the parents In a
joint interview is useful especially if their statements
conflict. Although, In dOIng thIS you may have to cons1der
safety ramificatIons, for eIther one of them, depending
upon the circumstance. If safety is controlled, this 15
useful for making assessments on how the parents resolve
the conflicting statements between them. This lends to
assessing the power structures withIn the home, and gives
insight into how differing information is reconcIled.
If it is necessary to deplete some of the power issues
developing between the family and the worker, control of
time and setting may be important. In the Joint interview,
F was attempting to control the lnterview by asking me to
come to their home. He wanted the interview to occur in a
comfortable setting to hIm, hoplng th result to be that I
would feel less at ease due to unfamIlIar surroundIngs.
Additionally, their being late may have been to send a
message that they dId not conslder any dISCUSSIons wlth me
to be important. Thereby potentially leavIng me to
question my own authorIty, as In this case, I may have been
unable to yield them to my legal authority. They,
themselves, may not have done this consciously. My leaVing
them to wait for me, reverses this control and Invalidates
their attempts at controlilng the tlme and decreaslng my
authorIty. To enforce my power, I lnformed them that I
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walt no more than flfteen mlnutes far clIents who are late,
without notice. Then I cancel the aPPointment and that
they can hold me to the same standard. Most famllles
respond posltlvely to thlS approach, as It sends a message
that I respect their time and expect them to respect mlne.
This alds to equallze the power.
Location of the intervlew is a varlable of control.
As in above, F wanting the intervlew to occur In hlS home
grants him more power, an lntervlew in my office grants me
more power. Anytime a worker goes to the clients location
the client wlll be empowered with familiar surroundings.
Workers are encouraged to conduct as many interviews as
possible in cllents homes, schools, etc. Making a client
come to the worker reverses this, and should be avoided if
possible. The exceptions are if there is a safety concern
a need to be demonstratlve about the power differences,
the worker needs access to speclal equlpment (two way
window, or videa tape recorder, etc.>, or if prevlous home
interviews were unsuccessful.
Manipulation of the settIng wlthin the locatlon can
also be a varIable of control. Settlng can be manIpulated
by physical space, locatlon and type of furnIture, color of
room, dlsplay of authorltative paraphernal la, distance
between intervIewer and lnterviewee, etc. If the
interviewer 15 trying to extract InformatIon from an
lnterviewee in the least lntrUSlve manner as posslble, the
goal would be to make the settIng as comfortable for the
interviewee as posslble, even If the lnterview occurs
outslde the home.
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For instance, w1th chIldren one would
try to arrange the setting so that the interv1ewer 1S at
the child's eye level, sa as to dlspel intimidatIon by size
dlfference. With very small chlldren, sltting on the floor
with them can be a way to achieve this. With adults, one
can sit next to them (like a round table approach>, whlch
empowers each member of the dIScussion wlthout giving one
more power or control, lIke sitting at the head of the
table or behlnd a desk can produce.
Power and control techniques manipulated by the
interviewer can also be empowering to the lntervlewee. For
instance, when the interviewee becomes angry and stands up
to overpower, the interviewer can Slt down, maklng it
appear that the interviewee is in control, but at the same
time not succumb to the attempts to overpower, thereby
calming the interviewee without he/she feeling thIS has
occurred. In the this case, I made the setting such that
it placed me in an authoritatIve position, seated behind a
desk. I also chose to put the parents back agalnst the
wall, so my authority pOSltion would be in their dlrect
focus line. This was necessary to equalIze the dIvisions
of power as *F had an extreme self sense of elevated power.
F trled to change the settlng by assuming the authorlty
seat. This is unusual, but dld shaw how pervaSIve hlS need
for control was across settings. It also gave me another
piece of lnformation of how he may have successfully
manipulated hiS home envlronment to enhance hlS control.
Much like how he had structured hls home In order to
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control MV as noted in sect ian 1. He slowly erodes any
socially appropriate attempts of power and control by hiS
wife or child and places himself
at the apex. ThlS shows
the continuance and consistency of the pervasiveness of hiS
control needs and his inabillOty to
subdue thiS deSire even
when it may be in conflict with hlS intended actions.
I then chose to learn how he would react to my taklng
away what little control he may have had In this situation.
One may question at this point what relevance thiS has far
the maltreatment issue. It is generally accepted that
parents and people, in general, perform at their best In
front of an audience. Most people save their more
horrendous behavior for home. Very few parents would take
a belt to their child in the middle of a shopping mall, but
wouldn't think twice about doing it at home. The same
concept applies here, if F reacts aggressively toward an
authority figure when he/she sUbtly manipulates the
environment to take away his control, the assumptlon is
that he would react with greater emotion and severlty if
that control is being actively tested at home. In thls
being eroded away.
case he initially became startled, then increas1ngly angry
as his level of comfort (he being in control) was slowly
Thus the assessment of hiS need for
Thatlntervlew.power and control was cemented during thlS
conS Istent and pervaslve across severalbeing his need was
tu rn creates substantIal risk to a youngsettings, which in
11 one that 1S enter1ng the developmentalchild, especla y
t o parental control.stage of tes lng
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The next issue af control becomes whether or not the
non maltreating parent has any effect in equalizlng and/or
de-escalating the power and control effects. What was
gathered, to this pOint, 1S that M is unable to effect thiS
in any substantial manner within her home. The same
question then arises, is M unable to effect this across
settings? From the original averted eye contact at the
beginning of the interview, and her avoIdance,
unwillingness, and/or lnability to intervene when F got out
of control at the end of the interview, indicates that she
has little or no control over F. But bear in mind that she
did offer good information, engaged in purposeful eye
contact, and displayed appropriate genuine emotion when F
was not present. Additionally, she did attempt to seek
assistance for the protection of the child (even though it
was not sustained) when she was unwilling and/or unable to
intervene on his behalf, herself, by calling 911. Thus at
this stage, it may be assumed that M has a limited ability
to seek protection for her child, even though she is not
willing to be the protector, but has virtually no ability
to protect herself. She assumably only has the strength to
summon protection but does not have the ability to follow
through or take responslbility onto herself for the
protection of the child. Additionally, it is found that M
is able to assert some control, in settings outside the
home, when F is not present. Thus F becomes a primary
varlable in her inabllity to assert control. She likewise
is unable to assert control in her home, even when F is not
there.
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This probably is due to what the home slgnifles for
her, this being, he is In control In the home.
The family home, commonly thought of as the place of
refuge, may then only hold that significance if the
domination in the home isn't suffocating for the
insubordinates. As the situation above shows, the home was
a place in which M was controlled, therefore it is not a
haven for her in the sense of feeling empowered, even in
her dominators absence. This is similar to what child
victims sense within their home. Children who are
maltreated in their home often do not feel comfortable
revealing the maltreatment in the home setting. So while
this may be the most empowering location for the parents it
may at the same time be the most depowering location to
interview a child victim and/or an adult victim of domestic
violence. A victim may feel more empowered to reveal the
abuse in their school settlng. This should not be
construed to say that victims of child maltreatment do not
feel comfortable in their own home regarding other
activities, this is only in regard to the maltreatment.
And also what the home slgnifies for the child in regard to
the maltreater, the child may be unable to "teli ll the
secret on the maltreater in "his/her ll home. Thus it
becomes less of a violation if revealed outside of the home
environment. It has been my experience that if the
situation leaves no other alternatIve than to lnterview a
child in their home, lettIng the child choose the location
of the lnterview may empower the child to reveal more
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information, as the ChIld will most likely choose the place
they feel most comfortable. This place lS often the
child's bedroom, as bedrooms become thelr place of refuge
within the family home. Often, has been the case, where
the child does not reveal the maltreatment wIthin the home
but then upon re-interview at the schoal, will reveal
details of the maltreatment not previously offered. This
could be a factor in why nearly half of referrals come from
school personal, as a good majority of maltreatment is
revealed by the child at school.
To open up the setting to be more conducive for
empowerment, the worker needs to dispel with any
traditional signs of authority, the desk, the brIefcase,
etc .• The opposite, if the alternative is desired.
Manipulating the setting within the home can be done but is
more difficult, by choosing to sit in the liVIng room on
the couch rather than sitting at the kitchen table. Some
things, not much thought about by the worker, which can
greatly effect the interview are like inadvertently sitting
in "dads" chair at the table, which can be unsettling to
the family, or sitting in a child's chair which can diffuse
any power. Many times the worker may sabotage an otherwise
productive interview by unknowingly committing such a fao
pau.
Attire can also be crucial in establishing control.
When a worker goes Into an interview, they should dress
professionally, but not overdress so as to create an
authorItative effect. Also, underdressing can SImulate
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disrespect far the cllent and thus be equally depawerlng.
In the JOint lntervlew~ dlfferent lnformatlon about
power was revealed when the parents were together,
separated, and then together agaln. I have already
discussed the most obvlous. The less ObVlOUS which can
often be missed can be as important. Intonation In voice,
facial expressions, and body movements can gIve informatlon
about when the intervlewee 1S feellng discomfort or
elation, even when thelr verbal response 1S contradictory.
For instance, as F would talk to convince me of the
greatness of his fatherhood, his face would turn red, he
would shift in his chair, and he would maintain intense but
yet inappropriate eye contact. Each of the conversations
we had on this 1ssue would intensify these nonverbal
reactions. His response should not be mlsread to conclude
he was trYlng to convince me of something which wasn't
necessarlly true or not beIng believed, but that he was
senSIng a loss of control over what he percelved as my
negative Judgement of these facts. When a person, far
whatever reason, gets a sense that what they are trying to
project to the world is being rejected, they experlence a
loss of control and power over their audience and thls
raises their anxiety, whlch then is reflected In theIr
nonverbal communicatlon.
SectIon 4. Interaction wlth the chlld
I had many 1nterviews llke the one dlscussed above
wIth the parents durlng the lnltlal case plannIng stage,
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after which the case was transferred to a foster care
worker for ongolng serVices. The last sectIon of this case
wlll present mlscellaneous occurrences of Importance. The
parents lnteractlon with the Child IS crucIal In
understandlng the power dynamIcs wlthln the famIly. The
followlng presents lnteractional information from three
separate parental VlSitS with the child, all of which I
observed. These visits occurred wlthin the first three
weeks of the life of the case. There appears to be no
convincing reason to separate the vlsits as there was no
dramatic differences between the activities in these first
Vlsits.
Each of the visits began wlth about the same scenario.
MV would arrive several minutes prior to the parents. MV
appeared to be of average toddler development except for a
slight speech delay. Upon seeing his parents he would
hesitate, and on a couple of occaSions hide shyly behlnd
the foster matherls legs. After brief encouragement, he
would go to his mother's wheel chair and climb lnto her
lap. When MV would hesitate In going to hIS parents, F
would roll his eyes, look away and state to M that "They
are making him afraid of us". After gOlng to hIS mather,
first F would comment about how unusual it was for MV to go
to hIS mother first, and then again state how the foster
parents must be saying something to make MV afraid of hlm.
We would then proceed to the VlsItIng room wlth MV rlding
on hls mother's lap. ImmedIately upon enterlng the room F
WQuld search through MV's dlaper bag, and make comments
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about how poorly It was packed and how dlrty it looked.
During one of the V1SitS F found a candy wrapper In the
bag. He became so enraged and obsessive, the ViSit almost
had to be terminated. He would also take off all MV
clothes and lnspect him from head to foot, under the
ausplces of having to change his diaper.
MV dIsplayed little emotion to *F, he did not smlle or
come to him for play or nurturance, (thIS was noted as
unusual as both parents acknowledged *F to be the prlmary
caregiver). When *F trIed to hold or carry MV, the child
would squirm in his arms and whlmper to be put down. *F
did not respond to the child's distress nor cease his
actions. *F would continue to hold MV and would tighten
his grip in an attempt to force affection from MV. *F
would get more agitated as MV would try to wiggle out of
his arms. I would intervene after a short while and
request that *F let the child down. This would only
reaffirm hIS susplcions that we were I'turning the child
against him."
*F did not allow MV to explore his environment or
engage ln self help activitles. *F would lntercept
attempts by MV to pick up a new toy, select a book, or
engage In a physlcal actlvlty. *F dId not overtly halt the
activity, but would rather select an alternatIve book, or
pIck up the toy before MV, and would then proceed to play
with the item WIth MV wlth *F dlrecting the play. *F would
become lrritated if MV would exert independence In play.
ThIS would yleld a response from *F that the chlld's
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actlvity wlth the toy was Incorrect. *F constantly stated.
"No, you have to move it thlS way ... boys don't play wlth
dolls ... your too Ilttle to play wIth that ... let your father
show you how to do It". These statements were in response
to age appropriate play by MV. At one point In the third
visit I attempted to get *F to engage in specIal play with
MV, but he couldn't and wouldn't partlcipate. (Special
play is when time IS set aSlde for the child to totally
direct the play with no imposition from the parent except
to prevent injury and/or property destruction. The parent
is to follow the ChIld's lead. The intent IS to foster the
child's imagination and self esteem.)
In watching the Interaction, I observed MV to make
attempts to direct hIS own play. When *F would redirect
MV's play, MV would become visibly frustrated by whIning,
grabbing the toy, turnIng away from *F and becoming
aggresslve with his play Item, often throwing It wlth
disgust when *F interfered. This would subside after a
brief period of time, and MV would succumb to watching *F
play with the item and then would occasionally insert play
to parallel *F's activity. Only when play was participated
In, in this manner, WQuld the two be able to play wlthout a
clashing of WIlls. Occasionally, M would remark that *F
should IILet MV try to do it by hImself", but this was
quickly abandoned WIth a dIsapproving glance or *F would
comment, "Who usually plays With hlm, not you, I know what
my son can do." Even though M made some futIle attempts to
pOlse that she valued MV's lndependence In play, her faclal
expreSSlon was mucn more rela~ea and prideful when the two
were cooperating In play. AddItionally, she would comment
on how well they got along, how good a teacher *F was, and
would compliment MV1s "nice" behavlor. M also dld not move
to comfort MV when he was dlstressing over an actlvity of
*F, either in play or when *F tried to hold hlm. She would
wait until *F ceased his activity and then would comfort MV
out of sequence. I was unsure as to whether or not the
Chlld perceived this as a late comfort to his distress or
an act of independent nurturing by his mother.
It was quite apparent that the main purpose of the
visits for mother and child were to make sure *F was
pleased and that his emotional needs were met by the child.
Every act of MV which complied with *FI S expectation came
with much adoration and praIse from both parents. Normal
acts of following directlon are included, but more
specifically acts of showing dependence In self help. For
instance, during one such V1Slt the parents brought a fruit
snack for MV (because they were concerned that MV was not
receiving nutritional meals in the foster home). When the
fruit was first presented, MV reached into the bag to get a
piece to feed it to hImself. *F abruptly grabbed the piece
of apple from MV's hand and held it offering hlm bites.
The child recelved praise from both parents for letting *F
feed the apple to hlm. When I offered the suggestion that
children need to begin learning to feed themselves by self
feedIng finger food and that this was the start af enabllng
a chlld to learn to feed themselves, *F retorted, flI always
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feed MV. Are those faster parents letting hlm feed
himself? He's not ready for that." I later learned from M
that *F always fed MV, they do not allow him to self feed
finger food and or use utenslls. Except for when *F 15 not
around, she would allow MV to feed himself because she
knows lt is "goOd far his development .. , but dld not
encourage *F to do the same.
*F would actively discourage MV from exploring his
environment. He would choose the items of play for MV, and
then bring them to him, displaying them in a semicircle
around him. His demand on MV's attention was too excessive
for MV's age. If MV wandered away from play, *F would
continually redirect him to the item he chose for the
child. MV displayed little resistance to *F's redirection.
The play itself was excesslvely rough, <wrestling,
tickling, and play fighting) often to the point of making
MV upset. Although, *F would state thiS was an unusual
response for MV, I assessed thls interactIon qUIte
differently. The observatIon made was that 1t was *F who
was respondlng to MV differently in an attempt to
demonstrate to me the closeness of their relationship.
There were some positive aspects of the relationshIp which
were noted, independent of the attempted staglng by *F. MV
followed the dlrectlves of *F, he listened to him Intently
when they were engagIng In appropriate play, particularly
*F's animation when readIng to MV. However, there was an
observed tenseness In MV's actions when the loudness or
pitch of *F's VOice lncreased. There was no ObVIOUS
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display of fear, Out MV became watcnful WIth a Slightly
grimaced exp~eSSlon and his actIons slowed. Occasionally
MV would appear to freeze momentarily until *F continued
reading. *F was unaware of any change In MV's affect when
this occurred. If M was aware of the change of affect, she
did not respond either to MV or to *F.
The play was not imagInatIve nor creative. The child
was not allowed to pretend with objects out of their normal
context or purpose. Both parents WQuld redirect MV if the
play was inconsistent with the "normal ll purpose of the toy.
Often making comments about hIm being "wrong" or WQuld say
"don't do you do with that". For instance,
during one visit he was making something on the toy stove
and choose to use match cars as the food item. His parents
quickly told him that cars we not for eatIng and to take
them out of the pan. This caused MV to cease his play.
For some reason, which I was unable to figure out, *F
did not want MV to wear hard soled shoes. He tried to
conv i nce me tha t shoes were not II good for his feet II • I
think this may have just been a quirk or fetish of *F's. M
was unconcerned about whether or not MV ware hard soled
shoes or not. She sImply stated, "Someday he'll have to
wear shoes, no use arguing the pOInt now".
Section 4. DiscussIon
The most striklng and pertinent obse~vations that I
made fram watching the lnteraction between the Chlld and
his parents were the fallOWIng: 1) *F's InabIlity to engage
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In ··speclal play"; 2> M's unwlilingness or lnab1lity to
respond timely to MV's distress; 3) both of the parents
constant attempts to subvert any assertions of lndependence
by MV. None of these above 15 atypical to famI11es whereln
control 15 a major issue In parenting. In this case it was
a little more demonstrative than usually observed. A
parent's lnability to engage in special play wlth thelr
child, even for a short period of time, 1S a good indIcator
of the rigidity of the parenting. I would like to note
that many parents routinely engage In specIal play with
their ch1ldren but do not necessarIly label it as such if
at all. Simply explained, it IS interacting with the child
within the child's imaginative context. Most parents who
do not see benefit in participatIng in special play, assess
it to be in conflict with thelr goals as a parent, which is
to control the actions of the child, and thus do not play
in this manner with the child as a routine part of play.
Even in interview situations, a controlling parent will
take time out of the discussion to redirect the child's
play to what the parent thinks it should be, even when the
play is not in the least dangerous to the Chlld or anything
else and/or annoying In any manner.
Assessing interaction wlth a nonverbal Chlld 15 more
difficult than when the child 1S able to make statements or
offer more discernlble emotlonal expresslons to gIve more
Inslght lnto how the chlld IS percelvlng the Interactlon.
A chlld of this age wlll generally only have a few ways of
expresslng stress, the sources of WhICh may not be able to
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be identlfled by trle adult ot:;se,-'ve,-' • Also, y 1 verI r'lV . S aye,
this 15 probably the fIrst noticeable signs of MV tryIng to
assert hIS independence. Even though there are dlsplays of
lndependence at bIrth, often parents don't recognlze it as
such and don't react to it so dIrectly. This is a common
age group for children to suffer physIcal discIpline
because they are developmentally capable of defying their
parents directives. Prior to the toddler stage, parents
often refer to the child as IIfussy • . colicky.
difficult" etc., they most often do not refer to the
behavior as defiant and in need of reprimand. (Albeit
there are many deviations from this but thIS is often
associated with the parent assigning more maturated reasons
for the child's behavior or having unrealistic expectatlons
regarding the intent of the behavlor).
80th parents allowed the control to occur, *F mostly
through his actions and M mostly through her omission of
action. The child did not turn to his mother for comfort
when distressed, nor to his father. MV appears to have
learned that his parents are most happy, thereby life is
more happy for him, when his parents are in control of his
actions. The parents lack of ability to be flexible in
vlsitation (keep in mind that there are often days or weeks
between vlsits), can glve a flavor of what life at home is
on a conslstent basis. Additionally, it IS probable that
MV has recelved llttle dlrection from hls parents to aSsist
hIm with the frustratIon of Independence, therefore, hls
abillty or even propenslty to turn to hIS parents for
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dlrectlon and/or comfort In such situatlons does not occur.
And it is also probable that he has learned that
lndependence 1S undeslrable and therefore 15 In conflict
with the natural progresslon of hIS development.
During the course of my interaction with the family
other information was revealed regarding the control issues
present within the family. The parents were often seen
trying to follow the foster parent home after Vis1tS.
(Although in same cases the foster parent is encouraged to
have direct contact with the family and in having
visitation occur at the foster home; *F was extremely
volatile and unpredictable, therefore, there was a concern
for the foster parents safety and the threat that he WQuld
try to take MV). *F frequented the District Attorney's
office and the Judges office, after he felt he received an
"unfair l' decision in CQurt. He became so obnoxious and
threatening that he had to be escorted out of the court
house on a number of occasions, incidentally, durIng mast
of these times M would be waiting for him in their van.
Additionally, he would often drIve past my resldence at
night or follow me around town, in what I concluded were
attempts to manipulate me through scare tactICS.
In many cases, the Interaction between the child and
the parent becomes paramount In asseSSing the Influence
factors of control. This mostly reveals itself during the
course of the life of the case, which may expand months,
this IS beyond the scope of thiS study. However, lnitlal
assessment technlques are able to grasp when the control
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variable is present and can gIve some lndicatlon of the
severity and pervaSIveness of these issues wlthln the
family system.
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VI. CASE STUDY 2
When I began thIS research, I had some basIc Ideas of
some of the dynamIcs WhICh might be present based upon my
experience working In the area of maltreatment. What I dId
not expect to find was that the actual form the
maltreatment taok was not nearly as Important as the
underlying simIlarIties of power and control found withIn
the famIlies, regardless of the maltreatment Issue. Power
and control were present and prevaIling In both physical
and sexual maltreatment. The subordination of and
domination over children are more at the root of
maltreatment than any other indIcators. Persons
interviewed for this study crossed several ethnIC groups,
all socioeconomic classes, possessed varying levels of
education, included both urban and rural. This informatIon
revealed itself as the Information gathering stage was in
progress. I believe one of the reasons we do not theorIze
physical and sexual maltreatment as havIng the same root
causes is because, to some degree, most parents utilize
techniques of physlcal aggressIon over thelr children. The
same 15 probably not true for sexual maltreatment. We do
not want to believe that we are all capable of sexual
maltreatment, but may all agree that we may be capable of
phys1cal maltreatment of our chIldren under certaln
circumstances. We would like to think that sexual
maltreatment more read1ly Involves some kInd of pSYChOSIS
an the part of the parent, rather than Just another outlet
at attempts af controllIng and overpowerIng the chlld In
oreer to achIeve domlnatlon.
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Thls concept 1S now reaClly
acceptable when 1t comes to rape. It 1S commonly accepted
that rape 1S a vlolent crime and not necessarlly sexual In
nature. And lastly, physIcal dIscipline is generally
accepted by SOcIety as sexual abuse 1S abhorred, therefore
society finds it necessary and comforting to perceive it as
more evil and stemming from very different causes, such as
sexual dysfunction. Therefore, I am presentIng a case
involving sexual maltreatment to explore power and control
issues present. I will draw comparisons between the two
maltreatment issues, as it relates to the power and control
issues present.
As stated, the maltreatment Issue in the second case
study is sexual maltreatment. The victim is a female in
age category 10. The maltreater is her stepfather, who has
been in the family constellation since FV was three years
old. SF is in age category 3. The incident of
investigatIon was sexual intercourse evolving over a number
of years from escalating sexual molestation. According to
the reporter, the mother was aware of the molestation as
the child reported she had previously informed her mother
on numerous occasions. The child revealed the maltreatment
to another student who in turn Informed a teacher. The
teacher questioned the child. The child stated her
stepfather had been engagIng in sexual lntercourse wlth her
on a regular baSlS for the last cQuple years. She also
informed her teacher that she had told her mother about
preV1QUS sexual molestation by her stepfather. The child
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was revealing the maltreatment at thiS tIme because she
feared she was pregnant and lf her mother found aut she
WQuld be angry.
Section 1. Initial Interview
The first intervIew took place at the school wIth FV.
The room we were gIven by the schoal was not very conducive
for interviewing. It was a counselors office, with varlOUS
educational materlals, a desk, and two chairs (one In front
of the desk and one behind). To help make the room a bit
more comfortable I requested another chair be placed in the
room, so I could sit next to and at eye level with FV. I
was initially surprised to find how willing FV was to
partake in the interview. She came into the room and acted
as though we had been long time friends. She was smiling,
sat down very close to me even moving her chair closer to
mine. Her affect was light and bouncy. FV touched my arm
and put her hand on my leg frequently as she spoke.
After telling FV who I was and my purpose, she stated
she knew I was coming to talk with her about her stepfather
(the school counselor had informed her that a socIal worker
would be coming aut to talk with her after she had revealed
the allegations>. I started by asking FV baslc demographic
questions about her family, school, etc .. I asked her
about the relationships she had with each of her parents.
Until I began asking particular questlons about the
relationships WIthin her family, FV's affect remained light
and seemIngly enJOyIng our conversatlon. She would recall
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memorles of her and her mother dOlng things tQgetne~,
Indicating she had a very close "good" relationshlp wlth
her mother and her slster as they lido things together a lot
and hardly flght at all". When I asked how she got along
with her stepfather, FV began almost instantaneously
sobbing uncontrollably and stated, "I'm going to be in so
much trouble ll , I asked why she will be In trouble; she
responded by asking Ilwhat wlil happen to someone If they
have done somethIng they shouldn't have"? I stated that
would depend on what that something was, and told her
"Let's not worry about what will happen before we even know
what happened." Throughout the interview FV was very
gregariously emotional. She would quickly go from sobbing
and wringing her hands nervously to laughing through her
tears. The interview was long and drawn out as many times
I would need to stop my questioning to deal with the
emotions she was experienclng. FV would often grab my hand
or lean over to hug me when In these emotional episodes.
I would reassure her and gently prod her to continue to
respond to my questions. (The response above IS atypIcal
to most interviews with children, although lt is not
unusual for them to cry, It is unusual for them to reach
out to the worker so qUickly and dramatlcally in these
beginning stages for comfort. In fact, workers are often
instructed not to touch a victim as the response could have
a negative lmpact. Also, I have dane many interviews
wherein the victim wlll recall the lncldent wlth no
perceIvable affect at all.)
tOl
FV dld nat appear to become emotlonal to one
particular aspect, but It was more the general demeanor af
the interview from the pOInt at WhlCh the stepfather was
included In the questIoning. FV's lnterview dId nat
require me to really question her beyond saying I'What
happened next?" and proddlng her to continue her statements
by reassuring her, once the IntervIew had gotten to the
paint of exploring the maltreatment Issue.
FV made the followlng statements: "He used to touch me
a lot when I was littler. .like pat me on the butt.
hug me real tight and rub my back. .under my shirt. .he
used to ask me to SIt on his lap. .he would get all hard
and stuff, although I don't remember If I knew what It was
then but I do now. .1 do remember that I felt funny about
it. .when I started getting boobies and stuff then it got
lots worse. .he would try and feel me and say he was
making sure I was wearing a bra . .he teased me a lot
about that. . he would feel under my shirt I never qUlte
understood that cause he could see the strap In back .
then the other stuff started. . every wednesday my mom and
sister would go to church but they would never bring me,
even when I asked. My mom would say 'no you stay home with
dad'. .that's when It would happen maInly. .he would
come ln and say like 'where's my dInner?'. .then when I
gave it to him he would always act like he was mad or
something. .then he would send me to my roam. .1 would
stay there and then he would come In and apologIze saying
he had a bad day or somethlng. .that's when it happened.
1 f)2
.he pushes me on the floor and t~les to do that.
.you
know, put it inside of me.
.his dlCk.
.he would do It
hard and it hurt.
.sometlmes 1 would tell him to stop or
I'd cry but he would just put his hand over my mouth and
tell me to be quiet.
.he makes me wipe It up after .
• off of him and me.
.with a towel. .he would just pull
my dress up and make me take my pantles off. .I don#t
really know if his pants were on or off.
.because I would
shut my eyes when it happened. .1 told my mom a couple of
times. .she seemed like she was mad at him and she said
she was going to do something about it but she doesn't and
she still won't let me come to church." I asked her why
she had chosen to talk about it now, as she had indicated
it had been occurring for some time. She responded by
saying she was pregnant. Upon further questioning
regarding this, I found she only suspected she was pregnant
because she had "funny feelings In my stomach like
somethin's moving around" and that she was Ita couple of
days late with my period". I suspected she was not
pregnant due to her recall of the last occurrence of her
menstrual cycle and the imposslbility of her feeling fetal
movement.
pregnant.
It was later confirmed that she was indeed not
During the interview I would often ask how her recall
of a particular event made her feel. Her responses were
However, when asked how she and *SF got
somewhat childlIke, she would say they made her feel
I k'. II k II
'yuc y or lC Y ·
along outslde of the molestatlon she would say they got
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along well, that they played games together, and that he
thought she was specIal and pretty. She had a dlfflcult
time answerIng questIons as to how the molestatIon gat to
the stage lt did, that being Intercourse. She would make
general statements about the history as lndIcated above.
I then interviewed her female slbllng in age category
9. This child denied any sexual maltreatment of herself by
*SF, and additionally denIed any knowledge of sexual
maltreatment of her sister. She did, however, confirm that
on Wednesday evenings she and her mother went to church,
leaving FV with *SF. She did not have any explanation as
to why FV or *SF did not go to church with them.
In regard to the relationships with1n the home she
stated that her mother likes her best and her stepfather
likes FV best. When asked why she thought this, she
responded that she does more things with her mother and her
sister does more things wlth her stepfather. She also
stated the FV gets mare pr1vileges like, "always get to
ride in the front seat" and gets more "new thIngs" from
*SF. She believes this 1S the case because FV is "prettier
and smarter" then herself. (ThIS was lnterest1ng as FV has
some mild cognltlve lmpaIrment, and her SIster was very
bright, according to school personnel).
Section 1. DlScussIon
As stated in the flrst case study, chlldren often feel
mare comfortable and thereby more empowered dlsclosing
maltreatment to the sOCial worker in the school settIng.
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It 15 commonly known by soclal wQrke~s, that the Job
becomes more complicated and dlfflcult during the summer
months when the majorlty of interviews have to take place
in the home. I do nat know if FV WQuld have or not have
revealed the maltreatment if I had intervIewed her at home.
I have intervIewed children that have revealed the
maltreatment while at school and then recant or fall to
confirm the allegations when lntervlewed at home. And/or
fail to disclose the maltreatment whlle at home but upon
subsequent removal and/or relnterviewe at a d1fferent
location (that may be due to a variety of other evidence
gathered), are wIlling and able to disclose. This is more
true for sexual maltreatment than physical maltreatment.
FV's demeanor was not atypical to reactions commonly
offer enough information for the worker to suspect
maltreatment, without the child offering the full story
does occur. The first, often because the child IS unsure
how the worker will react, and the second, because the
child does not totally break the secret, thereby not being
disloyal to the mal treater. The emotIonal response by the
child upon questionIng 15 very unpredictable. The child's
affect should not be we1ghted very heaVIly when attemptIng
to make an assessment of the valIdity of the molestation
nor the trauma of the molestation to the ChIld. Not giving
up the secret is an extremely crucial aspect of the sexual
maltreatment, and thIS remaIns In line with Weber's
received upon interview.
charlsmatic authorIty.
Some attempt to hide feelings or
It 1S the emot10nal commltment to
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the person that allows for the followIng of the
subordInate.
Therefore, It is lmportant for the IntervIewer to
understand that the chlld may have very fond feellngs for
their mal treater, and except for wantIng the sexual
maltreatment to stop the remainder of the relatIonship may
be related as positive. ThIS is often revealed in the
child's statements as not wanting the maltreater to get In
trouble or the family to be d1vided. FV 7 5 "you won't put
him in jail will you?"; MV 50 III lave my mommy. If she
goes away who WIll take care of us?"; FV 10 S "please
don't tell my mom she WIll not be able to take It.
has taken real good care of us. He doesn't hIt us or
nothing like that. He won't have to go to jaIl WIll he?".
This is very different than ather sexual crimes wherein the
victim deSIres the perpetrator to have reperCUSSIons for
the crime.
Children often recall events with graphic detail.
They can often gIve sensory statements for mast aspects of
the molestation: sight, smell, taste, feel, much mare than
adults. I believe thlS 1S partly due to the Introductlon
of new stimulI to the chlld by the maltreater and partly
due to the manner In WhICh children see the world. This 15
particularly true for younger chlldren. They may describe
things as: FV 4 "yucky and mUShy". . MV 5 "mixed tongues"
. FV 6 "this yucky white stuff came out and went all
aver H FV 4 "he peed on me" . MV 6 "pussy guts
came out" . FV 5 ''It was real hard and real big, It was
Chlldren ~nQ have ceen se~ually
molested can give explIcIt detaIl wlth proper questIonIng.
When a ch1ld is able to give lnfarmatlon about an assault
utilizIng the senses the probabllity that the molestation
dld in fact occur is extremely high. But again, the Child
will not necessarily have negatIve feellngs for the
maltreater Just to the event.
The positive feelings the child has for the maltreater
may keep the secret intact for quite a long time, and this
may be a less curious aspect of the molestation than how
the molestation began and was able to sustain itself so
long. The majority of cases that I have investigated
sexual maltreatment had occurred continually over a long
period of time. They were not one time occurrences.
The maltreatment builds up slowly, rarely does the first
encounter begin with sexual intercourse. The maltreater
needs to obtain the ChIld's trust prior to initiating
sexual contact. The maltreater is probably not aware that
he/she is actually doing this for the specific purpose of
later sexually abusing the child (except for in cases where
the maltreater is a pedophile). The most basic of which is
time and attentlon, which 1S most often gIven out of
genuine caring for the child. Appropriate forms of
affection, hugging, holdlng, klss1ng, etc. begln to
accelerate over time and increase In frequency and
lntensity and provoke sexual arousal In the maltreater.
The actual pOlnt at WhICh approprIate touch1ng 1S replaced
by lnappropriate touching IS dIffIcult for anyone,
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especially the chlld, to plnpolnt. Although the chlld may
relate feellng uncomfortable, It 15 hard for the child,
even wIth the ald of a competent worker, to reconstruct the
relatIonship to galn inslght into how the sItuatIon
developed. Attempts to reconstruct thls wlth the chlld
above is contained in sectIon 4.
The catalyst whlch propels children to reveal the
maltreatment is often because the chlld IS concerned about
an auxiliary effect of the maltreatment; llke concern
about pregnancy, concern that another sibling 1S being
targeted, concern that lIeverybody knows". In one case the
child had been shown a film at her church youth group
about sexual maltreatment and was sure that "everybody was
looking at me and they found out". In younger children the
maltreatment is discovered in more what may be termed as
lIinnocent ways". They being the child is acting sexually
provocative, making sexual statements, or has maturated
sexual knowledge. In these cases, the referral information
presents mare symptomatic behavlors which could possIbly be
rooted 1n sexual maltreatment. In other cases the younger
child reveals the molestatlon in graphic terms as If
describing a trlp to the zoo, as they are unaware of the
"wrongness t • of the molestation. In each case, each shows
unlque control on the part of the maltreater utillzing the
child's age or "innocence", uSlng the child's loyalty, or
uSlng their pos1tlon, to overpower the Chlld In order for
the maltreatment to contInue.
In thls case, FV Indlcated that she had told her
mother that tne sexual maltreatment haa occwrrea i~ the
past. If the maltreatment 15 divulged by the child to
someone whom they feel they can trust and help doesn't
occur, the Child rece1ves the message that the maltreatment
is going to be allowed to continue. Th1S contributes to
their already sense of powerlessness. A chLld rarely
reveals maltreatment more than once. The victim feels
powerless to stop the maltreatment because thelr
"confidant" did nothlng to stop it and unknowlngly or
knowingly approved of it by continuing to place the child
in situations where lt could occur. F S 7 SA F "I didn't
want to stay with my daddy, I told her that, but she said I
had to go anyway.1t M H 7 SA SF "I thought she knew, but I
hoped she didn1t, because she always let him pick me up
(from school)." F 5 10 SA F '·She wouldn't even let me
explain why I didn't want to go with him all the time. I
felt like that was her way of telling me I had to. 1I
Section 2. Interview wIth mather
After I had interviewed the two children, I went to
the family home to lnterview the1r mother. The home was
located in a rural section of a neighboring town, although
the home was not affiliated with a farm. The nearest
neighbor was approxlmately 1/4 mile away. The house ltself
was In good upkeep but the lawn was littered with various
articles of trash and an abandoned car consumed a goad
portion of the small front yard. The lnslde of the house
was clean but cluttered, and was sparsely furnished with
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modest and somewhat tattered furnlture.
I introduced myself at the door and asked if I could
come In to talk with her. She lnvited me In and asked me
to excuse the "mess" In the house. I Inquired if *SF was
at home and she stated he was working. I told her that
Child Welfare had received a concern about FV and I needed
to discuss it with her. She invited me to SIt wlth her at
the kitchen table. She sat down flrst, at one of the side
chairs, and I sat at the head of the table. M asked what
had happened. I told that I had just come from the school
as I had spoken with her children. (! was surprlsed that
she did not comment on this. The typical reaction from
parents is that they became upset that the socIal worker
had questioned their child without their knowledge. And
usually conversations begin with explaining to parents that
the law gives the agency the authority to speak with
children without parental consent.) I began by asking her
about her relationship with her children. She stated she
had a IIgreat" relationship with both of her gIrls. ! asked
her about the relationship between *SF and her chlldren.
She responded IIHe treats them like they were his own. He
loves them girls to death and they love him too. Why, is
there a problem?" In an attempt to get as much background
information as I could prior to divulging the maltreatment
issue, I diverted her attention by inqUiring how long she
and *SF had been together. She stated she had lIved WIth
*SF a couple of years and then they got marrled, they had
been together for a total of 10 years. She stated she had
1 1(l
been marrlsa to t~e cnlldren's rather fQ~ aCout 4 yea~s,
and nelther she nor the chlldren have heard fram hlm far
about 5 years.
As I had informatIon from FV that M knew about the
sexual maltreatment, I Inqulred 1f FV had ever lndlcated
or told M she was having some d1fficulty in her
relationship with *SF. M denied FV having ever told her
or otherWIse lndlcated any problems wIth *SF. I asked her
again, how they related to each other. She again stated
they acted like a real father and daughter. I asked her to
explain what that meant. Her response did not offer much
clarity to her initial response. They were generalized,
like "well like a father should. • he cares for her and
She
takes care of the family". She CQuid not be specIfic on
what she felt a father was and quickly lost tolerance for
the conversation. She started to question me about my
purpose for interviewing her chIldren. I then asked if she
and her younger daughter went to church on Wednesday
evenings leaving FV alone with *SF. M stated that
sometimes this happens but then sometimes she takes FV with
her. I asked if there were occasions when FV asked to go
to church but was not permitted to go elther by M or by
*SF. M denied thls ever happenIng and began to get angry
stating; IlHey what's going on. What have we supposedly
done to FV?" Before I could even respond to thlS question
M stated; "That glrl lies a lot, we've always had problems
with that, It's llke she's mIssIng somethIng up there
(pointIng to her head), the school can tell ya too."
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then stated that neIther her or her husband ever hurt FV.
I informed her the allegation dId not deal wIth physlcal
maltreatment and then informed M of the sexual allegations
made agalnst *SF.
I did not give detaIls of the maltreatment. M slumped
down in her chair with a heavy slgh and stated, "That~s
just not true, somebody's trying to make trouble for us. U
"Who told you this?" I then stated that FV had confirmed
the allegations, M responded, til don't believe it, she's
lying", M then lit another clgarette and paused, lilt is
physically impossible." I asked her to explain. For the
first time M stood up, she walked over to the counter and
put out her cigarette, then with another heavy sigh came
over and sat back down stating, "*SF is 8 1/2 inches long
and six inches around when he is stiff, he would have tore
FV up". Initially I didn't know how to respond and said
nothing. There were a few moments of very uncomfortable
silence. Then M stated, "We even have a dlfficult time
when we do it, and I have had two chlldren. ll Agaln, I was
lost for wards and just looked at her Silently. M again
filled the si lence and stated, IIFV has a few screws loose.
She told me *SF had done thls before.
about it and he said he didn't do It.
I talked to *SF
Then FV told me
later the only reason she said it was so I would leave *SF .
. see he used to beat me up, he doesn't do that anymore,
but FV was just trying to protect me. · she was lyIng
then and I'm sure she 1S lyIng now. tI
I then sald, "I thought you told me that FV never
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indlcated there was a problem ln ner and *SF"s
relationship?".
(M) responded, "She hasn't ll •
(Me) "You don't consider the posslbllity of sexual
abuse as a problem?tI.
(M) til told you she lied about that, she even admitted
it, so, no, I guess I don't consider that no problem. And
anyway that happened a long time ago."
(Me) "You say that FV said thls before to protect you,
and said she was lying. So why do you think she is saylng
it now?".
(M) "Maybe she screwed some boy and she thinks I'll
find out about it, or maybe she's mad about something. I
don't know, but I do know *SF didn't do anything."
(Me) "How do you know that for sure? You said
yourself that they are alone together on wednesday nights."
(M) "Because if somethlng was going on I'd know it and
like I said FV would be bloody or something would be wrong
with her like she couldn't walk or something, but nothin'
like that is going on."
I was unable to get M unfixated on the dimensions of
*SF genitalia and the injury she would incur and to look
towards the posslbility that sexual maltreatment had
occurred. I informed M that actlon needed to be taken for
the protection of FV and her sister. I recommended that
she have *SF leave the residence untll at least the
lnvestlgation could be completed, and then at that time we
would dlSCUSS what optlons were available. M would nat
agree to thlS.
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I inqulred of relatlve resources fer the
two ChIldren. M refused to conslder any relatlves as
resources because she refused to entertaln the thought the
molestation had occurred. I tried to convince M that there
was a good possibility the allegations were true based upon
my interview with FV. I told her I belleved FV. (I did
not give her details of my conversation with FV as I was
concerned she would discuss these statements with *SF
before I had the opportunity to IntervIew him. This would
glve him the chance to construct a story to counter the
specifics of the allegations.>
At this point I had nat secured a custody order on the
children, as I was awaiting the possibility of a protective
response by M. I informed her that I would be discussing
the matter with the District Attorney at which time a
decision would be made regarding possible removal of the
children from their home. M responded calmly tllf this is
what FV really said, I don't want her here anyway_ You can
take her and put her in one of those foster homes, that
will teach her a 1esson for 1y i ng . II I informed M tha t I
would be back in touch with her regarding the decislon made
by the Distrlct Attorney. M then asked if I would have to
talk with *SF about this? She stated she dIdn't want me to
talk with him because of all the problems It had caused him
last time and "he was so upset that FV saId thls before, I
thlnk if he knew she was sayIng it agaln It would just klll
hIm." I told her I would need to speak wlth hlm about the
allegations as part of my investigatlon.
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left the resldence ana subsequently seCured a
custody order for bath children. I called M back and told
her the child~en had been taken lnto custody, that her and
*SF would be required to attend the custody hearing the
following morning, and that I would like to lntervlew *SF
directly after the hearlng. M responded with very flat
okays' to my conversation, and never Inqulred about the
welfare of her chlldren.
Section 2. Discussion
The primary issue for the spouse In a sexual
maltreatment case is whether or not they can or want to
believe the child. Many spouses may have susplcions that
maltreatment has or is occurring even before it 1S
identified by the authorities, but have refused for many
reasons to do anything to stop the maltreatment. The
inability to protect the child is much like in a physical
maltreatment situation, but the inabillty to believe the
child is more typical of sexual maltreatment. This appears
not because of an approval far the behavIor by the spouse,
but because of the implicat10ns and shame surrounded around
sexual maltreatment. The shame comes more from the
generally accepted myth that sexual maltreatment 1S an
indivldual problem of the offender and not a famIly systems
problem. Sexual maltreatment is seen as a deviant
disgusting act by the general public whereas physical
maltreatment is only seen ln this way in it's most severe
form. Even then, people take light of how they may have,
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from time to time, felt they may have been capable of such
severity. Whereas, mast people WQuld not be wlillng to
state the same about sexual maltreatment In it's least
severe farm. Therefore, lt becomes far eaSler to say the
child IS making up a story than even to begin to
acknowledge that it may have occurred In thelr famlly. It
is simply too difficult and palnful to accept.
Additionally, in physical maltreatment we do nat expect the
non offending spouse to abandon thelr relationshlp wlth the
mal treater. In sexual maltreatment it is often a pervaSlve
(even though it may never be said) presence. The non
offending spouse may feel they are being asked to choose
between the maltreater and the child. Even if the non
offending spouse does choose to believe the ChIld, the
child often recants previous statements and/or the non
offending spouse chooses not to believe the child at a
later date when the family begins to feel the pangs of what
disclosure cost the family. Often times this 1S the loss
of companionship, loss of financlal support, loss of
friends, and loss of a parent. The non offending spouse
will often state that they cannot choose to protect the
identified victim because air have other chlldren to think
about", IIHow am I suppose to take care of my famlly if he
has to leave?". Other chlldren in the famIly often become
angry wlth the vIctim and the remaining parent for
"breaklng up the famlly" and causlng other famlly members
to lose a slgnif1cant member of the household, resultlng ln
thelr llves being seriously altered. It then becomes
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eaSler not to Delleve tne se~ual malt~eatment QCCwrrea and
lnstead take the stance that there is somethIng wrong with
the child that led them to make such statements.
M did not attempt to assert any power methods over me,
her standing up and becomlng angry, was a result of anxiety
not overpowerment. Her affect, disbelief, and
defensiveness were an inItial reactlon to the information I
was providing. Her continued use of these Items were used
to persuade me, which may be seen In thlS case as trYlng to
control the sItuation. This was in hopes of me seeing her
as calm and in control, therefore I would not suspect that
what she was saying was not entlrely accurate. She wanted
me to believe that this could simply not have occurred in
her family. Her lack of affect is fairly typical in parent
and stepparent sexual maltreatment. The parent (most often
the mother>, will openly react angrIly when the accused is
Qutside the parental dyad, including her own familial close
relatives like brothers, grandfathers, exhusband's, etc.
It seems that when it involves their spouse, livIng in the
same home, the mother assumes the maltreatment as a direct
reflection on her. The defense may be more of herself than
the maltreater. I often hear mothers say something like
liMe and my daughter have a great relationshlp. We talk
about everything, she would have told me if it was
happening." It 1S also dIfficult for the mather to believe
that their child would tell a stranger and not them about
the maltreatment. Again, they see thlS as a judgement of
their relatlonshlp wIth the child and subsequently their
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maternal effectiveness. In my exper1ence, the less affect
In the Inltlal response by the mother, the greater
likellhood the maltreatment occurred and the greater
likelihood she knew it was happenlng.
Speclfic to the above IntervIew, it 1S lmportant to
try and get as much background information on the family
prlor to revealing that the allegation lnvolves sexual
maltreatment. ExperIence has taught me that 1f the sexual
maltreatment is revealed up front, the parent is less
likely to share addit10nal information about the family
system which is crucial in making a family assessment. I
have often heard statements whlch propose they will not
give me any information because I will use lt agaInst them.
Parents sense of persecution is not relieved if told that
such information will lead to a better assessment of the
family strengths or somethlng slmilar. ThiS can be
attributed to the general population's dlstrust of human
services. If the information is rece1ved lnitially, it can
be incorporated into later conversations in assisting the
family in developing a safety plan. Additionally, the
worker will not establish any trust in the first flve
minutes of conversation, to even enable the parent to want
to give more lnformation, if the conversation begins with
perceived accusatory language. Such a tactic of IIlayIng
a 11 the ca rds an the tab Ie" up front wi 11 lead to an
extremely short, unproductive conversat10n. Given that the
worker usually doesn't know the parent, the 1nltlal
reactlon by the parent, once the allegat10n 1S revealed, 1S
urlp ,-·ed lC tab Ie.
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It 15 better to nave some sense at wno the
parent 1S before bumrushlng them wlth the allegatlon.
Lastly, by taking the time to flnd out a Ilttle about the
family, the worker may be able to utIllze thlS to empower
the parent, by bringing the strengths of the famIly to the
fore front, to engage the parent in a safety plan after the
allegation is revealed. AgaIn, this 1S achiev1ng power
through knowledge, but to be used to empower the famlly not
the worker.
It is fairly typical for the non offending spouse to
claim "I'd know if something is happenlng". ThlS IS not
only a defense mechanism for the parent to dIstance
themselves from the maltreatment but also buys into the
ever so popular adage of the female being responsible for
the male's sexuality. This again is seen by the mother to
be a direct reflection of her parenting ability. It is
very unusual for the mother to place blame on the male
spouse and run in to rescue her ChIld. She almost
immediately assess' her own culpability, and sees the
maltreatment as her deficit. The "I'd know" covers thIS
for her. Contrarily, In the few female offender spouse
interviews I have done, the male spouse does not see thiS
same sense of culpability. He dIrectly places all blame on
the "psychosis" of the female offender.
One also needs to exam1ne the dynamICS of the emotions
that the mather 15 experlenclng as she hears thlS news.
The shock and the denlal, when the mother 1S confronted,
even 1f the mother may have known, may produce such a
lncestuous families.
12f)
anyone, includlng my ~usband1 eve~ dld anythi~g like tnat
to my Chlld, I'd
The question then becomes why not?
Why is this mother unwilling to come to the "rescue" of her
ch i 1d? Why does she seemingly choose to stay with a man
who sexually molested her child(ren)? I believe the answer
may become a little clearer as the intervlew with *SF is
presented.
Section 3. Intervlew with stepfather
I held the interview with *SF in my office after the
court hearing which sustained custody of both children. I
would first like to paint out that this is not the ldeal
circumstance for interviewing an alleged perpetrator as far
as timing within the process. I will dlscuss the reasons
in the discussion section. However, in thlS particular
circumstance, I had no other options. Therefore, *SF was
fully aware of the allegations against him and the flavor
of the court in belIef of those allegations prlor to my
interviewing him. I inltlally thought that thiS would
negatively impact my abllity to "get a confession" (WhlCh
is ultimately the goal of the court infringed upon the
social worker). And in that respect, the lmpact was
negative. However, I was able to ascertain valuable
information from *SF about the functioning of the family
and his ability to malntain power and contral, as he
attempted to conVince me of hiS innocence.
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I chose to Intervlew *SF, In one of the IntervIew
rooms WhIch displayed posters and the lIke for the campalgn
to empower children and SOciety to say 'No' to Chlld
maltreatment. The presence of such paraphernalIa IS useful
in presenting a pro-child environment. This could possIbly
reduce the period of time during the lntervlew where it
would be anticipated that *SF WQuld attempt to conVince me
that sexual maltreatment In general dIdn't exist. *SF had
presented in the court hearing and in our initial greeting
as being demure, soft spoken, and nonconfrontive. He was
polite, respectful, even holding the door open for me as we
passed through the hallway to the interview room. I smi led
and accepted his gesture with a friendly "Thank you". He
was acting a role that I believe he thought would typify
him as a "nice southern gentleman", and not that he may
have been in many ways. However, he also appeared a llttle
awkward and uncomfortable in this role, as If It may have
suited him in other circumstances but he was trying tao
hard to make it seem real.
We entered the intervlew room and he sat In a chair
positioned in front of the desk. As he sat down, he smlled
and stated "Wow, you got a hard job. Do you all always
HIS calm, rational
have to belleve the kld even when you know theIr lying?"
From hls demeanor in court and at my office together wlth
his initial statement, It was fairly easy to tell that he
would attempt to convince me that the Child had a different
agenda for making the allegations.
t · he hoped would demonstrate hlS WIllIngness toex erlor, '
What he was unaware of was
*SF had been falrly comfortable
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children to be home to greet him, dlnner ready, and the
house clean. He stated that FV 15 better at these dutIes
then M. He addltlonally added "FV wlll make someone a good
wife someday". He stated that he usually doesn't have to
punish FV as she normally does what she is told, he stated
her sister was "feisty" and as having Ita smart attItude".
During this conversation *SF needed lIttle prompting
from me to continue wlth his story lIne. I would slmply
nod my head knowingly and urge him to continue. When he
appeared to be finished, I stated; "In talking with M she
indicated that church is very important to her. Do you
usually attend church with the famlly?".
He stated "That's really not my thing".
(Me) "00 M and the girls go to church or do the gIrls
stay home with you ....
<*SF) "Usually they all go, except for on wednesdays
then me and FV stay home."
(Me) "Why?"
<*SF) "Because FV doesn't llke to go on wednesdays".
(Me) "What do you all do then?"
<*SF) "Well, just the usual, eat dinner, watch a
1 T V I make sure she does her homework. Iflitt e .. ,
(Me) "When was the last wednesday you two stayed home
alone together?"
<*SF> I'Just last week I guess.'
1
It was important for me to make sure not to become
overzealous at thIS pOint.
talking to me up to thiS paint.
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overzealous at thlS OOlnt. *SF had been fairly comfortable
talklng to me up to thlS pOlnt. What he was unaware of was
that he was glving me lnformatlon WhlCh ~as c~llaboratlng
the chlld's statements on when the maltreatment occurred.
If I were to Jump In wlth talklng about the maltreatment
lssue ~t thls OOlnt I probably would have lost hlm. So I
backed away from thlS lssue and trled to galn more InsIght
lnto hlS relatlonshlP wIth FV.
I stated, "Was It very dlfflcult for you to farm such
a good relationship wlth the glrls gIven thelr dIfficulties
ln thelf' relationship wlth thelr own father?"
<*SF) I'I guess at first It kind of was. FV was a lot
eaSler to warm up to me than her slster. FV needs a whole
lot of attentlon. I Just started doing stuff wIth them."
(Me) "Are you comfortable showing the glrls physIcal
attention?"
<*SF) "I used to be, but then FV accused me of dOlng
something llke thlS before and I've really backed off since
then. "
(Me), acting surprIsed, IIReally".
<*SF) "Va, you see a couple of years ago me and her
mother were havlng some problems, and I guess FV thought I
was gOing to do something to M, so she made up thiS story
about me mesSlng wlth her so her mother would leave me.
But then she admltted she was lYlng. But I stIll try and
keep my dIstance."
(Me) "Why would she say something llke tnat?1f
<*SF) "Well you know T.V. has them snows about that
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stuff and I guess she thought she CQuld say It. FV has a
few screws loese anyway sa It really dldn"t came by mucn of
a surp r 1 se ...
(Me) "Va know, M sald the same thIng.
mean by a few screws loose?"
What do you all
(*SF) "Well, she llkes to make up starles far
attentlon, like boys are messlng wIth ner at school and
stuff. They're all lies. BeSldes who would mess wIth her
anyway? She's not much to look at. " I paused ana sald
nothing, *SF fliled the sIlence, I'I know that sounds kind
of mean, but you ve seen her. I still love her anyway,
like my own kid. But you can't blame me for her looks.
I ain't her daddy ln that way.11
(Me) nso why would FV lle now, if you and Mare
getting along well?1I
<*SF) III really don't know. Me and her mom were
It was as
talking about that last night, we don't know what she's mad
at. II
(Me) III thInk she's mad at you".
<*SF) liMe? What did I do to her?"
(Me) "I don' t know, you tell me."
<*SF) "I already told you we don't know·'.
(Me) IIMaybe 'we' don"t know, but you probably do. 1I
By thiS time *SF was fidgeting, and although he was
trying to remain calm. was becomlng agitated.
though for the first tlme in the intervlew he felt that I
was not bellevlng him. There was a perlod of sllence.
(*SF) h IIt.! didn't touch ere
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<r1e) iiI tnlnk yaw ala.'.
He slumped back In hIS ChaIr
fQrlOr~n
and then stated In a
manrter, ·'SOl'netl{neS I dl~lnk a Ilttle more than I
should, and I have blackouts.'.
(Me) "Are you saYlng that thls may have occurred
during a blackout?"
<*SF) "No, I d 't thoon lnk so, but I guess I can't say
100 percent for sure. 1I
(Me) If! believe FV is telling the truth, and I believe
you sexually molested her."
*SF stared at me for a while and then stated "I won't
be accused of thls again."
(Me) ItAre you wliling to leave your home so the glrls
ca.n return?"
<*SF) IINo, because you can't prove anythlng. " He
then he abruptly got up, stated he would see me In court,
and left the room.
Section 3. Discusslon
My interview with *SF revealed many classlcal
indlcators In perpetrators of sexual maltreatment. He
attempted to present a demeanor as dlstance from what he
consldered the demeanor of a sexual offender to be (that
for him was belng calm, rational, demure, etc.). Many
offenders elther present thlS, or try to show how
outrageous the accusatlons are by becomlng extremely
defensIve. What many offenders don't realIze, 1S that a
good worker knows that It lS Just such a calm, carlng,
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demeanor that an ff do en er needs to gaIn the necessary trust
to molest thelr vlctlm. The offender needs to be able to
show the Chlld what a .t n1ce guy" they are to enable
molestation to Occur.
Other classIc lndicators Include~ hIS estranged
relatlonshlp with hIS own father, the role reversal of
mother/daughter wlthin the family, and the openly, though
often unknowlngly, degrading of the Chlld. It is very
typical that the offender wlli indicate that the ChIld is
lying. Some say that molestation may have occurred but
that they are not the offender, and many say the child lS
sayIng this to cover up some awful thing the chlld dld.
*SF and M both indicated that FV "had a few screws loose".
In actuality, the chlld did act unusual in that she was
very physically clingy and talked Incessantly. However,
this CQuid have been a result of and/or a defense mechanism
to the sexual maltreatment Itself. Many offenders wlll
utilize the technique that the ChIld was provocative In
same way to them and thus they were somehow less culpable
far the acts than the chlld was. Thls 1S the same defense
used In rape cases. (The victlm was behavlng or dressing
In such a way that was lnterpreted by the offender as a
sexual advancement regardless of what the vIctim said after
the advancement was made.) It 1S not a surprise that thiS
rationalization would occur In child molestation cases
because It IS allowed to be an lssue In rape cases. It
becomes Just as preposterous In sexual maltreatment cases
as the offender trles to conVlnce the worker that a three
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year alu was se~wally prOvQCatlvE. It is now commonly
known that rape 1S a crlme of vIolence and domlnatlon, not
sexuallty. The power element 1S also pervaSIve In sexual
maltreatment, and does resemble the tenants of rape In thlS
manner, except that the vlctlm of caretaker sexual
maltreatment 15 charlsmatlcally linked to thelr offender.
The intervIew revealed another 1nterestlng aspect In
hlS conversation about hlS preVIQUS marrlage. He had been
marrled to two women with two female chlldren In about the
same age group (at least when he became lnvolved wlth
them). Research indlcates, that child molesters often seek
out women with children of the sex and age of preference,
and/or whom they wlll be able to manlpulate by becomIng
involved with their mother a couple of years before the
child reaches the age of preference 1n order to gaIn the
trust of the family and also to make themselves
indispensable to the family. ThiS makes sense as lt 1S
often not likely plauslble that the perpetrator can just
enter Into a family and sexually assault a ChIld wlthout
that child reveallng the maltreatment. The offender has to
establish trust wIthIn the famlly system In order for this
to occur, and develop1ng trust often takes some t1me. Thus
the trust becomes one af the mechanlsms to achleve power
and control wIthin the family.
This 1S one of the prImary reasons why sexual
maltreatment by a caretaker 1S exceedlngly devastat1ng to
t o because of the manIpulatIon of trust by thethe vlC 1m,
offender. The offender utll1zes the trust that 1S
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established as power and control over the v1ct1m. The
offender 1S truly suror1sed when they learn that the1r
victIm has revealed the secret. The offender wIll often
remark wlth "I can't belIeve she told you that about me.
r thought we had a good reiatlonship. .we always got
along so well ll ; before making statements about the
inaccuracles of the accusation. Often tlmes the v1ctlm
will also recelve preferential treatment by the offender.
In some cases It 15 slmple th1ngs like speclal glfts, more
candy, getting to ride in the front seat, or belng called
by a special pet name. In other cases, llke the one above,
the privilege came ln the role reversal wlth the mother.
FV received pralse for d01ng domestIc chores better than
her mather. FV took great pride ln her abilities ln thiS
area. Younger children often talk about how tlDaddy loves
me more" "Daddy says I'm so pretty"
my daddy feel goad when I Slt on hiS lap".
statements are egocentrlc to the mal treater.
Itlt makes
These
ChIldren talk
about how such thlngs make daddy feel, not how they make
themselves feel. The maltreater's needs become paramount
In these dlScuss1ons. The maltreater Will also 1ntervlew
in an egocentrIc manner, center1ng feellngs and situatlons
back to himself. Little empathy 1S ever expressed far the
ChIld. Addltlonally, the non offend1ng spouse wlll focus
on the maltreater's feelings, not those of the VIctIm. The
maltreater bUilds, wIthln the famIly, the sense that hiS
own needs and feellngs are more lmportant than anyone
else's In the famIly. FamIly functIon1ng then becomes
1 :(1
hlngea en hew satlsf1ea tne ffialt~eater 1S w1thln tne famIly
enVIronment, and thus establlshes hls/her emotIonal power
over the famIly. The maltreater IS charlsmatlcally llnked
to the famlly and holds charismatlc power over the vIctIm
and the spouse. The explanatlon and ratlonalizatlon of
events becomes a dlstant second, as far as socIal work
intervention 15 concerned. The key IS In reducIng the
famlly's need to malntaln the maltreatment, In order to
maintain the egocentrIc charlsmatic family head. If thIS
family head is disintegrated, the famlly wlll go Into
chaos. The foundation of the Interactive process occurring
within the famIly has been shaken. The family may not
perceive themselves as able to function under these
circumstances. In order for the equillbrlum of the family
to recQver, they·have to reestabllsh the power of the
famlly head. The famlly will use whatever method they
perceive as the mast effICIent to accomplish thlS.
One of the qUlckest ways to accomplish thlS 1S to deny
that the maltreatment occurred, USIng some unmet need by
the child as the cause. An explanation of such would be,
"she's got a few screws loose" (like In the case above);
"she was mad"; "she watched some mOVIe. or the like.
ThIS 'focuses the attentIon back to the vIctIm and a way
from the maltreater.
Sectlon 4.
Miscellaneous Informatlon
As the
contlnued.
Investlgatlon ana subsequent court actlon
*SF maintalned hlS denlal of sexual
molestatlQn.
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M contlnued to reslde wIth *SF and both of
theIr anger at FV escalated. TheIr defense was that FV was
mentally unstable and was makIng these allegations for
attention. The parental constellation bond grew stronger,
and both related that thlS experlence had brought them
closer together. They belIeved they were Htaklng on the
system ll and that everyone lnvolved, primarlly me, were
gOIng to be sued.
I did observe that nelther parent was able to offer
much in way of references because nelther had any close
relationships outside the lmmediate family. Both remarked
on estranged relationships wlth their own parents, even
though M's mather and stepfather resided In the area. M
Initially refused to give Information about her mother In
order that she may be contacted as a placement resource. I
received the necessary informatIon from the girls. M had
one sister whom she contacted occaslonally out was not
close to. The family was physically (as mentloned
prevlously) and socIally isolated. Although both had been
married previously, neither knew or were willIng to
provlde, lnformatlon about former spouses. The blologlcal
father of the glrls was not able to be located.
M became very detached from the gIrls very qUIckly.
She did not even WIsh to V1Slt them lnltially. As I had
gotten the lnformation from FV on the whereabouts of her
maternal grandmother, I contacted her for lnformatlon and
as a posslble placement resource. The grandmother
eventually provlded placement only for the younger slbllng
1 --·..j~
over unspecifiea ObjEctions of M. The y~andmQtner ~efused
to p~ovlde placement for FV statlng her reason belng that
she llslmply couldn't accommodate both of them ll • The
grandmother offered me little Informatlon about M's
childhood and/or information about the situatlon within the
home. The farmer she felt was "In the past and none of my
bUSiness" and the latter was II none of her buslness". She
did state that she "never llked *SFIt and thought hIS
relationship with FV "seemed a llttle odd ll • But never felt
she should lnterfere because the " g irls appeared to be well
taken care of". Although not expliCItly stated I did make
the assumption from my conversatlons wIth the grandmother
that she did not believe the allegations.
There was only one occaSIon in which I got firm
information that M knew of the ongQlng sexual molestatlon
of FV. During one of the flrst visit M had wIth FV, she
made the statement that she was "sorryl' for what was
happenIng.
FV responded by saYlng lI you finally belleve me?·1
(M) III dldn't mean that I believed you I Just meant
I'm sorry for what you're gOlng through."
FV started crying and stated "But you knew, I told
you. Why dldn't you do anythlng llke you promlsed?".
(M) "He's my husband. He takes care of all of us.
Sometimes you have to take the good wlth the bad, that's
ThiS conversatlon was later used 1 n court to
conflrm M's knowledge of the maltreatment.
VII. AGENCY RESPONSE
The agency response In the two case studIes presented
was prImarIly the same. One would thInk that the technIque
for interventIon would be very dIfferent espec1ally
considering the seemlngly immense differences between the
two case scenarlOS. The followlng 1S a brlef synopSlS af
what occurs In chlld maltreatment cases relayed In how 1t
operated in these particular cases. The Inltlal 1ssue was
the safety of the children. The way of ach1evlng this was
the same in each case; the removal of the Ch1ld fram the
home because there were no other optlons avallable. Even
though the non offendlng parent In both cases was glven the
opportunity to protect the ch1ld pr10r to removal and
neither choose to do that, (at least In the tradltional
sense of what is consldered appropr1ate by the
agency/court), does not negate the fact that few
alternatlves were avaIlable. Both cases demonstrated the
power of the agency to lntervene and overcome any capaclty
for the family to construct their own safety plan. The
cholces were very limItIng, elther the offender leave or
the child will be taken. The agency creates power for
own
ltself and the court when It limIts the worker and
subsequently the families optIons by Impaslng It's
. WhlCh may not COInCIde WIth what the famIly may
resolutlons
create.
There are tImes, as lndlcated prevlously, when the
worker soliCits the cooperatIon from the parents In
locating a relative or friend resource who can prOVide a
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safe place for- tne Cillie. Oftel-' t 1 foes the f a (Ill 1 ~v' ;nay not
choose thlS op t lon because 1 t 1S embarrasslng or
uncomfortable for' them to lnform a frlend or relatlve of
the interventlon. If the famIly does not choose thlS
opt lon, they may be assessed as not putt1ng the needs of
the child before their own. Whlch IS a curIOUS factor to
consider because that 15 a most likely an ObVlQUS Issue in
the maltreatment Itself. If the family was unable to do
this on a ongoing basis, how then should they be expected
to come to this declslon when they are in the mldst of
crlsis, confusion, and anger, wlthout proper guidance?
Most people make their worst dec1sions under these
circumstances. Time is not gIven to the famlly to
adequately assess and to help solicit an appropr1ate plan
due mostly to time constraints on the worker and the court
process.
The worker is SimIlarly dIsadvantaged. Even If the
family 1S able to propose a reasonable safety plan, the
abllity of the worker to anticIpate the strength of the
plan. is suspect because generally they Will not know the
players and/or have enough tlme to be able to Judge the
players, even If avaIlable before the decISIon has to be
made. And added to thIS IS the subconscIous and/or
conscience assessment by the worker/court that the parent
is not able, due to the fact that maltreatment occurred, to
effectively devIse a safety plan. As one can see In both
d abo ve the deClSlon af the current rlsk tocases presente
the ChIld needs to be made with expedIency. Plus If the
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aptlon to utlll·~e a t-
- rlend and/Q~ relatIve lS made. the
worker may not hav~_ .enougn 1nformation to be able to assess
their declsion.
whether or not thl·S 1S truly a ~ 1 fsaTe p ace or the Chlld to
be. And If a mIstake IS made, the worker then becomes
liable and responslble to the famIly and the court for
The worker 1S then left WIth haVing to
impose a often dIsagreeable plan of safety an the famlly.
Therefore, bUlldlng on the power Issues already established
by the intervention.
The other element to all thls is the power that the
court yields on the worker/agency. Often the parent 15
judged by behavlor unrelated to the lnherent abll1ty to
parent. These could Include a great number af th1ngs, llke
past history with the CQurt (unrelated to ChIld care
issues), suspicion of alcohol/drug usage, the extended
famllies prior dealings with the court and/or agency, etc.
The expectation of the court 1S for the worker to share
Slmllar views of the parent (In 1nformal processlng>, and
thereby to reach the same conclus10n of parental
incompetence. If the worker dIsagrees and opposes the
pasture of the court, this could have repercusslons on the
abilIty of the worker to get other thlngs accompllshed In
CQurt. It becomes a trade off, often at the sacrIflce of
One can not often dlfferentlate
truly developing creative approaches for lndividual cases.
As one works wlthin thIS system one soon recognlzes
the plans of treatment and care begln to SUSPIClously
resemble each other.
between case plans no matter what the arlglnal maltreatment
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and/or rlSk factors whlCh were ldentlfled wlthln the
famlly. There are several reasons for thIs. Llmlted
resources can greatly effect the alternatIves for treatment
for the famlly. The JudIcIal system can stagnate plans as
they are often unwllling to accept or consIder
nontraditional plans. The inability, elther due to lack of
inslght or lack of tlme, for the worker to accurately
assess the treatment needs of the famIly. The ImpOSitIon
of the hierarchy within the agency to present treatment to
families in the conventional agency mode to aid in avolding
any speculation for the faIlure of a nontraditIonal plan.
(It doesn1t seem to matter that the tradltional plans
aren't working either.) And lastly, the Intense need of
the community in general to punish the parent and rescue
the child.
It is probably not necessary to give details of the
plans for each of these cases that were set up to remedy or
reduce the risk to the Child in order for them to return
home. SuffIce it to say that in both SituatIons the
parents were required to recelve psychological evaluatlons
and follow recommendations of the evaluation <prlmarily to
attend counseling almed at resolVing dlfferent Issues
occurrIng wIthln the famlly), attend parentlng classes, and
vislt the child on a regular baSIS. As stated prevlously
these are the main focus of almost every treatment plan
offered to famIlies. Even In areas where more resources
the resources generally fall In elther theare avaIlable,
therapy or parentIng category.
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These t~eatment plans are often developed by the
socIal worker wIth lIttle Input from the famlly and a~e
then Imposed upon the famIly by the cou~t. They become
legally binding and whethe~ or not the ChIld ~etu~ns to the
home IS based upon the successful completIon of the plan.
The p~oblem is how does one measu~e successful completion?
What factors have t~uly changed or need to be changed In
order Insure the ChIld's safety? And can the factors that
placed the child at rIsk really be resolved withln a couple
of months, a year, etc.? And lastly, at what pOInt does
one decide the famIly will never be able to change those
rIsk factors? These are all questions that the socIal
worker has to answer, and all have a dIstInct element of
the worker being able to accurately predict the future.
Therefore, the reasoning why hIding behInd traditIonal
methods of intervention 15 preferable no matter what the
case SItuatIon. The agency IS under less scrutiny In the
event of a tragedy if they can hide behlnd how somethlng
was dane successfully in many other cases wlthout InCIdent
as opposed to a "radical" idea that failed. LIttle
attention is paid to the fact that parents may be more
likely to lnstitute changes If Included ln the problem
identification stage and the problem solVIng stage. The
parent would more likely be lnvested In a plan that they
helped develop, are In agreement With, and are emotionally
commltted to. utIllZlng thiS method to engage famllies is
. 1 pproach as thlS study has shown the merIt Ina loglca a #
(and n on abUSive families) belng charlsmatlcallyabuSlve
connected. Engaglng them In the treatment D~ocess In thlS
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coallnec· riot only. --0-- t.....· it= , J-J u l.,j e ,.. S lIe t a fTI 1 ! '.i b l...l t ffi a ~: e Suse oftIi t? 1 t~
eXIstIng strength to charismatically lInk. The agency
WQuld only be makIng changes ln the goals not In the means
far obtalnlng them, WhlCh would make mare sense to the
famliles. Thls would call far the agency/court to
surrender a large portion of power and control that they
now unrelentlngly secure.
One of the lssues that I would like to expose In thlS
chapter, are the power and control issues present in the
agency response, which the reader may find suspiciously
similar to those same issues ldentlfled wlthln the famlly.
When a new worker begins In the area of lnvestigations, one
of the flrst questions the worker usually asks, 15 what
he/she should do if the family refuses hlm/her entry lnto
their home. The answer IS usually somethlng llke utlllzlng
their social work skllls In convlnclng the famlly It 15 in
their best interest to allow the worker to do his/her Job.
And if that doesn't work, one can threaten that state
statutes allow for a ChIld to be taken lnto custody for
intervlew purposes If the famlly refuses to do so
voluntarlly. First of all, I have never been denied entry
It ISAs
was perfOrmIng.
h d not the pQrso n performIng the task.was onore -
lnto a family home, thIS IS typlcal of most soclal workers,
and addltionally, have only been asked a hand full of tlmes
for my ldentlflcation card' It IS not that they have
welcomed me wIth open arms, the famllIes tolerated my
eXIstence because of the power I possessed due to the Job I
It 15 the posltlon and the purpose that
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when the famlly follows the requests of the worker and/or
the court. ThIS 1S not to say that the soclal worker may
not became an integral part of the case plan and even llked
or revered by the famlly in tlme, but 1nltial compllance is
due to pOSition, that which In part resembles compliance of
the chlld to the parent.
The lmposltlon of a hlgher power"s demands over the
parent sustalns the compllance and when the demands are not
adhered to, It can be likened to a Ch1ld's dlsobedlence to
their parent's directives. If the parent does not comply,
the agency/court can impose a consequence reflective of
punlshment in parentlng. This consequence is most often
the lncrease in tlme the child will remaln out of the home
wlth the ultimate consequence being the loss of parental
rlghts. It can also be reduced Vlsltation or addltlonal
programs added into the treatment plan, all WhICh the
parent equates as punishment. In fact, when such
consequences are administered parents WIll often say thIngs
like "Why are you punishlng me?" or "Why are you dOIng thiS
to our famlly?".
The element of compl1ance that 15 ObVIously lacking is
the charlsmatic authority, for It 15 the charlsmatlc
legltlmacy that lends the "want" of the compllance. Thls
The
to have an emotlonal
t I t to become an emotional commItment.stage to warran
escapes the agency response.
Investment in the treatment plannlng
element has been very much mlsslng ln the agency response.
The emotlonal aspect of compliance is needed and thlS
The family is not empowered
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parent lS effiQtlunally CQffiffiltted to ~avlny tne c~lla
returned (In most cases), but the means often do nat
Intersect the goals for the parents. ThIS mlsmatch creates
an atmosphere that is counterproductIve for the parent In
investing in the tasks WhlCh would fulflll the goals of
lowerIng the risks to the Chlld. The response by the
family often becomes one of feellng persecuted against, and
then they percelve the agency as punitive. The parents
often see the agency as only seelng the negatlve aspects of
their parenting venture and then in a sense rebel against
the plan proposed by the cQurt/agency. The social worker
is thought of as someone wantIng to "keep their ChIld" or
being lion their back". Parents most often wIll reflect
upon their work with the agency as nonproductive and
punitive. Most would agree that the agency is looked upon
with contempt by those who have been involved and those who
haven't. Parents feel the system has taken away theIr
right to parent and ralse theIr chIldren "as they see fit tl •
This type of parental response SOllClts the response by
most social workers that the parent is uncooperative,
incapable of change, and doesn't care about theIr chlld.
Those unlnvolved With the agency often typlcally respond to
the perceived inadequaCIes, know someone whose famlly was
"ruIned" due to alleged false accusatIons, or think the
agency 1S too " easy " on parents.
It IS a well known concept that a Chlld will more
likely learn, beneflt, and understand a dlrectlve from a
If th e avenue for achlevlng the parental goal 1Sparent
POSltlve for the Chlld.
14 t
As opposed to the same parental
the Chlld.
goal belng achleved at negative costs to the ch1ld, this 1S
whether or nat the outcome 1n both cases 1S poslt1ve for
For example, let's say the parental goal IS to
get the child to eat h1s/her d1nner, and for slmpllclty the
food is one of the child~s favarlte. The child 1S being
obstinate about eating, not because of any partlcular
aversion to the food. The goal of eating his/her favorlte
food will be a pasltlve experience for the child If the
parent can just get him/her to eat. The means of
Performance
accomplishing this can take several forms: 1) the parent
can just give up at the onset, nat accompllshing eIther
persons goals; 2) the parent can beg, plead, or caJole,
creating a negative tense atmosphere for both parent and
child even if the goal IS accomplished; 3) the parent can
threaten and punish, creating a negative atmosphere for
both even If the goal is accomplIshed; or 4) the parent can
give the Chlld chOIces and Input on all or some areas
surrounding the goal (i.e. haw much, where the Chlld could
eat, on what plate, with what spoon, etc.) thereby creating
a posltive empowerIng resolution for both and accomplIshIng
the goal.
If it is a generally accepted concept that chIldren
respond more posltlvely to the last approach and are more
llkely to comply wIth learnlng the tasks that are
t · 1 does It nQ~ also make sense that adults wlli beessen la , ~
mare apt to learn under those same condltlons?
ft essed on how the Indlvldualand profiCIency are 0 en ass
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structu~e. One 1wou d not be able to do thiS wlthout some
indlcatlon of the structure and manner In whlCh the Job is
to be done and then glven the tools to perform It. It IS
unreasonable to tell a child to tie his/her shoe wIthout
the ChIld having the phys1cal abll1ty and the know how of
accomplishlng thIS. But unfortunately, thIS often tYPlfles
the system's response to asslsting the parent. The
agency/court Informs the parent that in order to get thelr
child back, and/or prevent the child's removal they have to
become "better" parents. A plan 1S then lmposed whose
intent and way to get there often escapes the parent. The
parent IS then evaluated in accordance wIth successful
completion of plan whose purpose 15 mIsunderstood.
The goals between the agency and the parent are very
dlfferent. The agency goal is to sufficiently lmpact the
risk factors ident1fIed In the home In order to reduce the
likelIhood of further maltreatment thereby returnIng the
child home. The parents goal is to get the child back and
the agency "out of theIr lives". The Incongruencles
between the goals sets up dynamics WhiCh are 111 at ease
with each other and generally unproduct1ve. The parent
views the agency as "punIshlng ll , the agency Vlews itself as
In the '·problem"
Parents perceIve theidentlficatlon stage.
past mistakes.
parent lng, as they were not lncluded
The outcome?
"helplng famliles and children". Famliles are dispersed
into other programs to aSSist them ln "correctlnglt thelr
Mlstakes that they may see as approprlate
I would
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system as saYlng they are bad parents thereby zapPlng thelr
power over theIr ChIldren and ~h 1·
- ~ elr awn ives and replaclng
It with the agenCles cower and contral aver them.
conclude thIS as a very dlfficult situation to become
successful and empowered for elther the chlld or the
parent.
In discusslng the power lssues present ln the agency
response it IS crucial to remark upon the trainIng soclal
workers receive to do theIr Job. Most lnadequacies In
worker performance come In lack of experlence. The SkIll
that is necessary for effective social work comes from on
hand knowledge of what works and what doesn't, mostly
through trial and error, not somethIng the general publiC
would like to hear. The worker does have a knowledge base
of tired flags" to look for (see appendix 8, C, and 0), but
many variables are not so easlly Identified. It takes a
lot of skill to be able to adequately gather lnformatlon
to make a famIly assessment. Thls, for the most part, is
obtained by utllizlng effectlve communicatlon skllls WhiCh
are sharpened over time. WIth the average worker burnout
made.
The
being 2 years, lt 1S easy to see how many mlstakes are
In addltlon, the phenomenal task of wading through
the power Issues wlthln the famIly, the system, the court,
and the worker's own posltlon can be overwhelming.
task of protecting other's chlldren from themselves and the
stress of havlng to make declslons of llfe and death
staggerlng.
the suoerflclal elements avallable 1Smagnitudes based an
Resortlng to methods whose orlmary tenants are
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to Q~erpawer and ferce lnto SUCffilssion seem laglcal, safe,
and comfortable, even though they may not be effective.
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VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In presentIng these two cases I have looked at how
power and control IS central to Child maltrea~ment, no
matter what the maltreatment lssue. The Justlficatlon of
the maltreatment whether or not explicltly stated by the
family is rationalized power. This was explored In the
case studies and was unlversallzed In the quotes of famlly
members of ather cases.
The maltreaters power withln the famlly was cruclal to
the maltreatment, and the ratlonalizatlon by all famllies
members was to maintaln the equllibrlum wlthln the family,
which allowed the family to functlon. All three of Weber's
sources of legitimacy apply to the power lssues occurrlng
within the famlly. TradItIonal and legal legltlmacy
permits the power varlable to eXlst, and charlsmatIc
legitimacy keeps the famIly members Invested ln lt's
existence.
Traditional and legal authorlty define the functIon of
the roles of the famIly in their raIsing of the chIldren.
This role is raising children who are obedient to the
values identIfled by the culture. Chlldren occupy a
submissive role to the parents more domInant role. As the
In abUSlve famIlles the
and needs met.
t to get thelr chIldren to conform to theparents attemp
values of the culture, they often use the Influence of
theIr more dominant role.
mal treater explolts the lnherent power of hls/her role,
b to get theIr emerglng deSIresover other famlly mem ers,
Included In thls, 1S the desIre or need of
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the pa~el-,r, t
- Q nave t~e c~lld Oe obedIent to tne values of
Th~ough the
the culture. ThiS is a parental need only as the young
Chlld has not yet learned that thlS IS a need.
InteractIve process, the chIld learns the lmportance of
power and It~s usefulness in gettIng thelr own needs met.
The agency response does not serve to add~ess the
central issue of the maltreatment even 1f it 15
identified. The agency enters Into a famIly WhlCh utlllzes
extreme techniques to gain power wlthin the famIly and In
effect, imposes a greater power over the most powerful
within the family system. Legal authorlty prevaIls and is
legitimized within the premise of the interventIon. At the
same time, little attentIon is glven to the two other
legitimizlng farces occurrIng with as great of we1ght In
the family, tradltional and charismatlc authorIty. In not
addressing these, the lntervention strategIes fail to
resolve potentially two thirds of the problems areas.
In maltreatIng famIlIes, the maltreater IS given too
much power by the famIly. Giving more power to other
family members is imperative. More equallzation of power
enables ather famIly members to be able to assert thelr
needs wlthout risk of maltreatment.
maltreaters power enables hlm/her to recognIze the
Asimportance of the needs of other famIly members.
dominatIon and subordination occur throughout the
. t t ve p~ocess culturally, each famIly members needsIn erac I 1 ,
to learn how to assert and/or yIeld to domlnatlon wlthout
expioltation.
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SImultaneously, the Interventlon agent needs to
recognIze that In order to equalIze the cower wlthln the
famIly system, the famIly In general needs to be empowered.
If the agency only overpowers the famlly WIth legal
authorIty, thls cannot be accomplished because no new
empowerIng methods have been demonstrated. The agency has
sImply reenforced the domInation and subordInatIon that is
already occurrIng wlthin the family.
The cultural script of overpowerlng another to get
one's own needs met permeates both the family and the
agency. The agency methods of gettlng parents to comply
with treatment parallels the methods used by parents to
foster compliance from their chlldren. Even persons who
are not involved with the agency may experIence the
tertiary effects of the power held by the agency and may
comply out of fear of agency involvement. Parents attempt
to obediate their chIldren to theIr perceptlon of the
values identifled by the culture and/or to satIsfy their
own parental needs or wants, by uSIng overpowerIng
techniques parallels the agency's technIques when worklng
wlth the famlly. Parents accomplish theIr goals by
The end result of
ut1liz1ng phys1cal, sexual, and/or emot1onal domlnation or
threat of dominatlon over the subordlnate Chlld. The
utI· llzes actIon or threat of action of legalagency
domlnatian over the parent.
subord1nating another to the dom1nate and more powerful
command to ach1eve the goal of the domlnate 1S the same for
bath. Parents who lack the ablllty to obedlate thelr
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in severlty to
cnlldren USlny- met~QdS t~~t ~,~~ -_lf~ W - cu~rently permlsslol~ by
the culture resort to methods IncreasIng
Subjugate and consequently overpower the ChIld to gaIn
The agencies
The mare proflClently the parent is able to do
thlS, the more power they wlll gain.
camp llance.
undefined purpose is to obedlate parents to parent thelr
chlldren in a socially acceptable manner. Power 1S bUllt
into the bureaucracy of the agency. The agency forces
compliance out of the parents by uSlng the rational\legal
power of the agency and the court. The more profICIent the
agency is in gaining strength through ratlonal/legal
legitimacy the more powerful lt becomes.
Empowering the parents to solve thelr own problems
safely involves: 1) Asklng the parent what they are wililng
and able to do to provlde protection for the chlld whlle
investigation continues or services are accessed; 2) Asking
the parent who you can talk with who knows how the fam1ly
usually functions, what kind of care 1S given, who 1S
available to you to help secure a safety net?; and, 3)
Asking the parent from the beglnnlng to be lnvolved in the
problem solvlng, and utll1zlng eXlst1ng positive parental
There's an enormousstrategles to faCIlitate change.
difference between I·what are you WIlling/able to do" and
the imperatlve of "I have all the power and this is what
you will do."
This initlal entry Into the famlly wlll set up for one
of the three followlng scenarIOS:
PROBLEM + CLIENT + DIAGNOSTICIAN + SERVICES =
SOLUTIONS (shared problem solVing)
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OR
PROBLEM + CLIENT + JUDGEMENT/PUNISHMENT = ALL POWER
AND CONTROL (agency/Dlstrlct Attorney/court)
OR
"SAVE" CHILD AND DESTROY FAMILY
The mlSSlon 1S how creative the worker can be In
engagIng the parents In their own dlagnostlc assessment and
their own remedlal plan. ThIS Involves components of
analysis from the perspectlve of object relatIons (l.e. how
does the worker relate to the parent and the problem from a
power and identity perspective). FIrst person statements
equals, power and control; questions equal enabling shared
power.
The ather dimension that IS terribly troubling 15 what
happens to empower the child? If the worker or the court
sees removal as empowerIng a victimized child to take or
gain some control to stop the maltreatment, what happens In
reality? The child is utterly powerless over most
components of his/her lIfe: parental "progress", v1sitation
with the parent, placement, peers, etc., thiS has already
occurred within the famIly. The agency focus' on "nobody
has a rIght to do that to you" and often forgets the
predicate: "so we'll do thIS to you".
If self esteem IS central to parental constructIve
problem solvIng, what does pasSIng Judgement on the
parental effectlveness do for the parent? Do people who do
nat value theIr own self worth value the warth of others?
t k In ado lescent lssues or needsIf a parent 1S s uC
Its'
1'5()
and haw wIll that 1mpact parentlng and what IS the
lnevltable result af condemnation/Judgement from a socIal
worker? It is traglc when the worker/court falls to
separate behavlor from the person and condemns both. Are
the parental mistakes seen as a confIrmatIon of theIr
already sense of worthlessness (which the agency has
identlfied far them) or are they presented as opportunIty
for growth? In many cases the most effectlve role of the
worker is to free the parent from old developmental scripts
and empower them to meet their own needs, constructlvely,
and therefore those of the Chlld.
There are certalnly times when sltuations warrant the
removal of the child, but consideration also needs to fall
around what is done to the chlld emotionally after the
rescue, the parents potential and the security of the
banding. In looking at empower1ng both the Child and the
parent, how does one practice relationship and
communicatIon skills between separated people? The
children are the casualtIes of the haste to save them.
One nearly never succeeds In "helpIng" a ChIld unless the
parent is helped to meet their own needs and develop new
problem solving strategies. AddressIng the ChIld's
immedlate safety is of course crItical, but quallty social
work has nothing to do with punIshing, It has to do with
d that 15 almost nevergeneratlng growth and change, an
. d th averSIon behavlor modlflcatlon.achleve WI
achleved wlth POSltlve phototroplC motlvatlon WIth the
mandates.
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worker provIdIng the directlon~ an effectIve alternatIve to
meetlng needs and deflcltS.
The power of emInent domalne assumes all other avenues
for compromIse/resolutIon have faIled to meet fundamental
The court is often 1nstltuted by the worker not
because all other efforts have faIled, but because they
want to up the ante, punIsh the famIly for not followIng
theIr mandated treatment plan, and/or to send the subtle
message that the agency is a force to be reckoned wlth.
The agency In and of itself has a truly lnflated ego. DHS
only has the power in the mandate of investigating
responsibility of Chlld maltreatment. DHS has no power by
itself to force parents/familIes to follow case plann1ng,
unless the court 1S already or can be Involved If the
family fails to comply. This 1S contrary to what the
public in general and most famll1es involved In the system
believe or are led to believe. The most effectIve power 15
Or If the
shared when used to establlsh a relationsh1p wlth the
family wherein trust is established and the parent
voluntarily chooses to work to protect the Chlld and
resolve problems.
Therefore, given thIS Informatlon one has to ask If
t lOn lts' pursult of establlshlng power andthe agency/cour
control over the family really aids fam1lles and empowers
them to effectively parent their children.
agency/court actually perpetuates the abuse cycle as It
It self to establIsh power and control over theempowers
famIlIes It IS designed to help.
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APPENDIX A.
Deflnltlons
Legal definitlons of physlcal and sexual maltreatment.
Oklahoma statute Title 21 sectIon 843, 844, a~d
845(8) (1), (3), and (4); respectIvely:
"Beating or injurlng chlldren. Any parent or other
person who shall willfully or maliclously inJure, torture,
malm, or use unreasonable force upon a ChIld under the age
of elghteen., or who shall cause, procure or permlt any of
said acts to be done,"
"Ordinary force as a means of disclpllne not
prohibited. Provlded, however, that nothlng In thiS Act
shall prohibIt any parent, teacher, or other person from
using ordinary force as a means of dlsclpline, IncludIng
but not limited to spankIng, SWItchIng, or paddllng. Laws
1963't
II 'Abuse and neglect,' means harm or threatened harm to
a child's health or welfare by a person responslble for the
child's health or welfare. Harm or threatened harm to a
child's health or welfare can occur through: Nonaccldental
physical or mental inJury; sexual abuse, as deflned by
state law; sexual exploitation or neglIgent treatment or
maltreatment, including the failure to provlde adequate
food, clothing, shelter or medlcal care. 1t
"'Sexual abuse' includes rape, Incest and lewd or
lndecent acts or proposals, as deflned by law, by a person
responsible for the chlld's welfare;"
"'Sexual exploltation' lncludes alloWing, permlttlng,
or encouraging a ChIld to engage ln prostitutlon, as
defined by law, by a person responslble for the Chlld's
welfare or allowing, permlttIng, encouraglng, orengaglng
in the lewd, obscene, or pornographIc photographlng,
filmIng, or deplcting of a chlld In those ~cts as defln~d
by the state law, by a person responslble Tor the Chlld s
welfare;/I
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APPENDIX B.
Indlcatars af Physical Maltreatment
PHYSICAL INDICATORS
Unexplalned b~ulses or welts
-on face, liPS, mouth
-an torso, back, buttocks, thlghs
-in various stages of healing
-clustered, formlng regular
patterns
-reflecting shape af article
used (belt buckle, cord, etc.)
-on several different surface
areas
-regularly appear after absence,
weekend or vacation
BEHAVIORAL INDICATORS
Wary of adult contact
Apprehension when other
chIldren cry
Behavloral extremes:
-aggressiveness, or
-withdrawal
Frlghtened of parents
Afraid to go home
Reports inJury
Unexplained Burns:
-elgar, cigarette burns,
especially on soles, palms, back
or buttocks
-immersion burns (sock-like, glove-
like, doughnut shaped on buttocks or
genitalia)
-patterned like electrlc burner,
iron, etc.
-rope burns an arms, legs, neck or
torso
Unexplained Fractures:
-to skull, nose, facial structure
-In various stages of healing
-multiple or splral fractures
Unexplained Lacerations of Abrasions:
-to mouth, lips, gums, eyes
-to external genitalia
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APPENDIX C.
Indlcators of Sexual Maltreatment
PHYSICAL INDICATORS
DIfficulty in walking or slttlng
Torn, stained, or bloody
underclothlng
Pain, swelling, or itchlng
ln genital area
Pain on urination
Bruises, bleeding or lacer-
ations in external genital la,
vaginal, or anal areas
Vaginal/penal discharge
Venereal dlsease partlcularly
In pre-teens
Poor sphlncter tone
Pregnancy
BEHAVIORAL INDICATORS
Unwllilng to change for
gym or partlcipate In
phy. ed. class
WIthdrawal, fantasy, or
infantile behavior
Blzarre, saphlstlcated,
or unusual sexual
behaVlor or knowledge
far age
Poor peer relationshIps
Dellnquent or runaway
Reports of sexual assault
by caretaker
Change in performance ln
school
Regresslon to earlier
types of behavior such
as thumb sucklng, bed
wetting, etc.
Sleepwalking
Difflculty ln eating and
sleeplng
Drug usage
Indlrect allUSions to
problems at home
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APPENDIX D.
Cha~acte~lstlcs af Chlld Sexual AOuse Pe~petrators
And Sexually Abusive Families
Steven Wells, PHD.
CharacteristIcs of Perpetrator
1. Vlctims af maltreatment themselves
2. Report distant or absent or abUSIve relatIonshIps wlth
their father
3. Problems with impulse contral
4. Very controlling
5. Very manlpulative
6. Authoritarian
7. Rlgid
8. Poor/problematic peer reiatlonshlps
9. Feelings of isolation
10. Underlylng mood of emptiness, shame, low self-esteem
DynamIcs af Sexually Abusive FamIlies
1. DeterioratIng marrIage
2. Role reversal with unrealistlc expectatlons
3. Imbalance of power
4. Enmeshment-little or no toleration of lndlvlduallty
5. Rigid family system-lIttle or no abllity to adapt or
change
6. Rigid moral structure
7. Other factors often common to chemlcally dependent
famIlies: "secrecy", "IsolatIon", "role reversal",
af co-dependency It
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